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This case study investigates how shared deasion making has affected the work
and attitudes of teachers and administrators at two Calgaq high schools. Twelve
participants were interviewed. Because many features of the two schools contrasted
significanüy, the study was able to readily distinguiçh between issues that codd be
attriuted to the innovation and those that may be anomalous to each site.
Referring to organizational theory, the author suggests that public education's
turbuient environment has encouraged the innovation to emerge. Governance at both
schools appears to be stnidured dong the lines of matrix organization. The work h d s
that shared decision making has affected the jobs of teachers and administrators,
interactions among coileagues, and interna1 politics. However, Iearning and teaching
remain relatively unchanged. The author concludes that, unlike in management-oriented
issues, authority over instructional decisions belongs to teachers who seern u n d g to
share it at the cost of dassroom autonomy.
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serve on my examination cornmittee.
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studies.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCIION TO THE STUDY
AREA
There appears to be a long standing debate in organizational theory as to
whether organizations should centralize or decentralize their decision making.
TraditionaIly, complex organizations have been built upon the premise that centralized,
g rational structures and efficient performance
topdown management would b ~ about
(Morgan, 1986, pp 27-29). However, according to Bolman and Deal, poliaes
assoaated with reducing the hegemonic characteristics of the traditional hierardiy had
reached fad proportions by the mid-1980s (1984, p. 88). The trend was based upon
the belief that those who are dosest to production, the customer, or product design
would be the best equipped to make produdivity decisions for those areas. In th&
highly celebrated work In Semch of Excellence: LesMns from Ametfcds Best-ncn Companies
(1982), Peters and Waterman observed that excellent companies had successfdly
balanced decentraünng policies with those that promote centralization: "For the most
part, as we have said, they have pushed autonomy down to the shop floor or produd
development team. On the other hand, they are fanatic cenhdists around the k w core
values they hold de& (&id. p. 15). To the present, the debate continues. Mintzberg
criticizes that efforts to delayer and decentralize companies have resulted in
measwment-oriented hierardùes as opposed to work-oriented ones (1996b, pp 6244).
He argues that even though departments and divisions may be empowered to
accomplish their particular tasks, the preoccupation with accountability through
measurable results tends to remforce the herarchy.
The debate persists in public education as weU. Particularly over the past ten
years, more and more attention has been gven to efforts to decentraùze schools and
school systerns. In a handbook designed to aid educators confronting this trend, it is
daimed that the set of initiatives that have emerged "may well be the single most
significant educationd reform effort of this century" (Phillips, 1993, p. vii). In the
United States, at least five state govemments have mandated some sort of system
decentralization (Bradley and Olson, 1993, p. 44). At the same tirne, obsemers
question whether or not decision making should be decentralized in an era of s w g
school budgets (Lindquist and Mauriel, 1989, p. 406). Midiael Strembitsky, who
gained recognition aaoss North America for the site-based management policies that
resulted from his tenure as superintendent of Edmonton Public Schools, suggests: The
issue is not whether you cenhalize or decentraiize, but w h t should be decentralized and
whnf should be centralized" [original emphasis] ((YNeil, 1996, p. 69). As the debate
continues, schools and districts reexamine thexmeives to assess how they will organize.

Certainly, the notion of decentraiization broadly suggests a whole host of reform
efforts in school governance. Unfortunately, the academic and policy discussions that
resdt can confuse the various forms that decentralization has taken (Brown, 1995, p.
335; David, 1996, p. 4; Lindquist and Mauriel, 1989, p. 404). Site-based management
and shared deasion making in particular have faUen victim to this circumstance. Sitebased management, also referred to as school-based management and school-based
deasion making, is an arrangement where decision-malung power is transferred from
the district to individual schooIs. Often schoolç are empowered to make more budgetrelated deasions, but they may also have more say in matters pertaining to curriculum
(Brown, 1995, p. 339; Lindquist and Mauriel, 1989, p. 404). Site-based management is
often, but not always, utilized in conpnction with shared decision making.
S h e d decision making, which may also be called participatory management or
broad-based deasion making, generally entails prinapals sharing their authority to
make sdiool deasions with teachers, parents, the community, and even students.
Although stakeholders may be empowered by this arrangement, the school may not
become more autonomous because additional decision-making power is not necessarily
transferred from the district to the principal. Nonetheless, shared deàsion making has
attracted much attention in recent years. For this reason it draws the focus of the
present investigation.
FOCUS
As it has ekwhere, shared decision making has gained considerable rnomentum

in the Calgary Board of Education. Not only has their been a trend of reform at the
system Level to be more inclusive with decisions, the innovation' have also made
remarkable progress at many high schools. Indeed, according ta the CBE's computer
bulletin board, more than 80 percent of the job postings for junior-leadership
designations at h g h schools between September and June of the 1996-97 school year
cited partiapation in shared deasion making as an expectation.
Although some schools in the system do conduct in-house assessments of the
innovation, through staff surveys and srnall-group discussions, little criocal inquiq has
been formally purçued. The staff at a school, for exarnple, may take the time to record
teachers' impressions of shared deasion making. However, the results from such
investigations tend to be reported as an inventory of perceptions, with little
consideration to what the results mean and how they ccmpare to research that has been
conduded elsewhere. That is what the present investigation intends to do.
--

--

-

T h e tenn inmuution is used with some latitude in this investigation. It is not suggested
here that shared decision making is purely a grass-roots initiative. -4s it will be s h o w
shared deasion m a h g has certainly been encouraged by largescale initiatives and
refom.

In general terms, the goal of this project is to investigate and report on the
progress and experience of shared decision making at two C a l g q high schools. Having
worked at one of the sites since the inception of the innovation as a teacher and also as
a &culum leader, 1 have corne to realize that it c m have a tremendous impact on the
entire organization of a school. For this reason 1have pursued the present researdi. An
earnest attempt is made here to sew a cornmon thread through the many diverse
impressions of affected individuals to quilt together a collective understanding of h s
innovation.
SIGNIFICANCE
Three lines of communication are initiated by this study. Firstly, an attempt is
made to facilitate communication, within each of the participant sdiools, to address
and reflect upon the many perspectives of individuals on the innovation. High schools
are big places, and it is easy to trivialize or simply remain unaware of the circumstances
and concems of others. It is hoped that by retelling the stories of teachers and
administrators at each of the schools that successfd aspects of shared deasion making
may be celebrated and maintaineci while problems may be identified and assessed.
Secondly, t h s research is intended to communicate expenences between the two
participant schools and with other educators who may h d the discussion to be
relevant to their own circumstances. It was evident from the field work that many
teachers and administrators are not aware of what is o c d n g at other locations.
Particularly when it cornes to the intemal dynamics of human interactions and
relationships, a great deal of privacy is afforded to schools. Many frank discussions
occurred during ths study that revealed a great deal about how each of the sites has
coped with the innovation. It is hoped that by highlighting these expenences,
practitioners c m learn £rom each other.
Finally, ÙUs investigation seeks to address the education community at large.
There appears to be a shortage of researdi that penetrates the surface of school
organization to desaibe how shared decision m h g &ers the work environment of
teachers and administrators. S. Conley calls upon researchers to investigate specific
cases of shared decision making within the context of conceptual models of
organization and decision-making processes: "Research should address itself to
applying these conceptual frameworks to examining particular deasion-making
s b c t w e s and altered roles for teachers and administrators in group deasion making"
(1991, p. 259). She also points out that "we know littie about how teachers and
admrnistrators interpret, protect, and negotiate these [shared]deasions in d d y school
management"(ibid.).In addition, Ingersoll observes that little has been done to assess
how alternative arrangements of deasion-making power affect different aspects of

schools:

The debate over power in schools has, in general, suffered from a
shortage of theoretical and empirical work devoted to speafymg and
ewmining whidi kinds and aspects of power have what effeas on which
outcomes in schools, and why (1996,p. 161).
The present research is ùitended to address these issues.

METHOD OF INQUIRY AND PROCEDURES
This project required carefd planning in order to yield the desired results.
Participant and site seleetion were camed out in a way that would access a variety
perspectives on the innovation. Data gathering involved open-ended interviews and a
consideration of school and syçtem documentation. With the aid of a database
software package, data were analyzed until findings emerged. Care was taken to
ensure that this case study was conducted in cornpliance with accepted qualitative
methods of research (E3ogdax-tand Biklen, 1992; Memam, 1988).
Site and Participant Selection
In terrns of conçtnicting this study, a diverse set of perspectives were sought so
that a broad understanding of shared decision making could be ascertairted. The two
sdiools front which this investigation was derived, d e d City High and Suburban High
to maintain their anonymity, were excellent participant sites because their govemance
models are quite similar. As Brown observed, this is often not the case with shared
detision making, as it has taken many different forms (1995,p. 336). However, the
schools greatly contrast in many of their other features such as historical

background, physical design, size of enrollment, dientele, and approach to
leamhg and teaching. As a result, it was possible to compare the sites and to
identify common experiences that could be attnbuted to governance, rather than their
other unique characteristics. Furthermore, thiç arrangement also encouraged speculation
about the cause of anomalies when expenences at the two schools differed.
Concerns over obserner effects, where the presence of the researcher influences
participants' behaviour and responses, also prompted the indusion of two distinct
research sites. At one school I was an insider who had previously built work
relationships with the partiapants. I was their coileague and for some 1 had acted as a
department leader. At the other school, I was stranger and an outsider who was
relatively detached fiom the innovation. This provision allowed me a great deal of
insight ùito how my presence may have affected the partiapants in this study.
1 was particularly impressed by the willingneçs of the principals to allow this
study to be conducted in theK sdiools. They gave a sincere impression that their

schools are open and honest places where frank discussions on aitical issues are
encouraged. In many ways, su& an atmosphere seems to embody the very essence of
shared deasion making.
Participant selection was also aimed at deriving a diversity of perspectives. The
entire staff at each school was invited to contribute to the research and to indicate their
willuigness to become involved by filling out a brief questionnaire. Candidates were
requested to indicate their gender, age, teaching experience, and the number of years
that they had worked at their schools. In addition, they were asked to provide a bnef
summary of their attitudes towards and experiences with shared deasion making.
Since many candidates volunteered, it was possible to select a balanced and diverse
group of participants.
Of the twelve partiapants in this study, £ive teachers and one administrator
were involved at each of the two schools. Participants ranged in age from being under
thirty years old to being over fïfty. They had as little as six and as many as thirty years
of teadUng experience and had been at their schools for between one and nineteen
years. Although both of the administrators were men, gender was split relatively wenly
arnong the teachers at each site. In addition, the guidance department and each of the
subject-area departments were represented at one or both of the schools.
A diversity of participant attitudes on shared deasion making were also sought.
From the questionnaire responses, it was possible to select an equivalent number of
participants who appeared to be supportive of the innovation compared to those who
appeared to oppose it. in addition, participants were also sought who would be
indifferent towards shared deasion making. This study waç sensitive to the likelihood
that individuals might be motivated to partiapate because of their support for or
opposition to the innovation. Since there was a strong possibility that people who are
indifferent towards shared deasion makng might not have vohteered to participate in
this research, some individuals who had not responded to the initial invitation were
asked a second time to become involved. Those who expressed apprehension due to
their indifference were encouraged to represent that perspective. In the end, two
individuals agreed to partiapate upon the second request.

Data Gatheiing
Mu& of the schml and system documents utilized in this project were acquired
during the year prior to the field work. However, field work was conducted intensively
over a three month penod. In that time, participants were interviewed, transcripts were
produced and reviewed, and member checks were conducted.
The design of this study allowed each partiapant to be interviewed discreetly in
a private setting. I n t e ~ e wtended
s
to Vary in length between twenty-five and fifty-five

minutes, with most of them lasting approximately tiurty-five to forty minutes. Six
oaw n a d e d question were provided to participants pnor to our meeting. The questions
were:

1. What is the process for detision making in your school?
2. How has shared deasion making affected you and your work?
3. How has shared deasion making affected leaming and teaching for
your students? In your department? In your sdiool?
4. What do you consider to be outcornes of shared decision making?
a. Positive?
b. Negative?
c. Other?

5. What advice would you give to colleagues in a school that is
interested in undertaking shared decision making? What works well?
What doesn't work well?
6 - What other issues surround your experience with shared decision

aalang?
These questions were meant to facilitate an open and cornfortable discussion; thqr were
not intended to narrow or isolate certain topics. Indeed, the goal was for participants
to consider the wide impact that shared decision making has had on their schools. As a
result, they were encouraged to topic jump and to raise issues that were be beyond
what was asked. In fact, most of the interviews seemed to take on a Life of their own.
AU partiapants agreed to have their interviews recorded on audio cassette and
transaibed. They were encouraged to view the transcripts to ensure that the text
accurateiy reflected their thoughts. An additional benefit of this measure was that it
allowed participants to reflect upon what had been diçcussed and to record any
additional thoughts and ideas that they had had since their interviews. Given that
discussions may have covered issues that partiapants had not previously considered,
thiç strategy proved to be invaluable in caphinng their thoughthil impressions, rather
than simply their initial reactiow to the questions. Although none of the participants
asked to have comments removed £rom their transcripts, several of them provided
clarification on ambiguous text and supplementq considerations that occurred to
them after th& formal interviews.
To complement the member checks that were conducted through the review of
transcripts, participants were also asked additional questions informally and through
electronic mail to further probe the issues and to shngthen research findings. E-mail
proved to be beneficial because it reduced the time and energy needed to track
participants down and ask them questions. Also, their responses were received as text

documents which aliowed them to be easily integrated diredly into a database for
analysis.

Data Anaiysis
To axtaiyze the data, tramaipts and field notes were reviewed repeatedly untii
common themes, trends, and patterns became evident. Next. the transcripts were
dissected. encoded, and placed into a database that was built using U&sWorks 3.0.
The database was further reviewed and encoding was adjusted to present an accurate
interpretation of the hdings. The use of computer software greatly aided the process
of data analysis and the eventual write-up.
Offiaal school and system documentation was utilized, where possible, to
confirm the perceptions of participants. This measure further broadened the scope of
this investigation, providing for the trimgdation of findùigs. Where it is used, the
offiaal documentation is dearly indicated throughout the text of this work.

LIMITATIONS
While this projed has certain strengths that are inherent to its design, it also has
some Limitations that warrant recognition. Of paramount concem in case studies is
whether or not observations and conclusions accurately depict the reality of the
phenornenon (Memam, 1988, pp 166-170). Indeed, as is evident in the design of this
project, several measures have been taken to address intemal validity. Despite these
efforts, there are certain cautions that should be acknowledged about the findings.
Certainly, participants m a y have knowingly or unknowingly withheld or distorted
information relevant to this study. Also, do to the size of the participant group relative
to all of the potential candidates, some significant information may have been missed
that could have affected the findmgs.
In terms of the genealizability of the hdings, this study also has its limits.
WMe it certainly is hoped that practitioners at other schools m a y find that they cm
leam from the experiences desaibed in this work, it is not suggested that hdings are
valid beyond the participant schools. The intention of this projed is to describe
experiences with shared decision making at the two research sites.
ORGANIZATION OF THIS WORK
It is little wonder, given that shared decision making can thoroughly affect
schools, that the findings of this research would unfold in a complex fashion. As
Bolman and Deal suggest, the activities of one part of an organization are likely to have
an impact on the experience in other parts (1984, p. 288). Acknowledging t h s point,
this work has been organized in a way sa that it W t u d y dissects the subjed dong the

various planes of issues that became significant as the research progressed. Although
these planes are distinct, they are not independent. Their common ties are woven
throughout the collective experience of shared decision making. The planes are
presented here by chapter.
Chapter 2 of t h work investigates the pertinent literature on s h e d decision
making. Along with an hstorical account of its emergence, educational literature is
presented that ponders the mer& and lirnits of the innovation. In Chapter 3, we visit
the participant schools. A description is provided of the immediate environment of the
two sites. Also, the climate of public education in the province is refleded upon within
the context of organizational theory. The consideration of organizational theory
continues into Chapter 4, where it is demonstrateci how shared decision makmg has
been integrated into the governance structures at the two schools. Chapter 5 explores
how the innovation has affected the job of the teacher. There are also strategies
identified to alleviate some of the tensions that can result from implementation.
Perhaps the essence of shared detision making is presented in Chapter 6, where the
impact on communication and collegial interactions are exarnined. Power relationships
are exnmined in Chapter 7, with particula. attention given to the dynamcs of authority
and influence. Chapter 8 explores what some regard as the acid test for shared
deasion making, its impact on student achievernent and instructional innovation.
Finally, Chapter 9 reflects upon the findings of this work and suggests future directions
for research.

INTRODUCIlON
Organizational, management, and educaiional sources illustrate the emergence of
shared decision making, particularly over the Iast fifty years. Whde inclusive
management practices appear to have been more of a matter of persond style in the
first half of t h s century, the latter half has been charaderized by a variety of large-scale
initiatives and movements. Nevertheless, whether or not the outcornes of shared
decision making are desirable continues to be debated.
Much of the literature claims that shared decision making facilitates the
conditions where wise decisions can be ascertained and implemented through the
cornmitment of the people involveci. Unfortunately, with regard to schools, the
literature is not ail positive. There are concerns that administrators may utilize the
innovation to CO-optstaff members. Some observers have also expressed the wony
that schools will decline into chaos with the decentralization of power that it implies.
Furthemore, there are questions about whether or not shared decision making is
complementary to the primary function of schools: Iearning and teadiing. There seems
to be good reason for schools to approach shared decision making cautiously.

THE EMERGENCE OF PARTICIPATORY MANAGEMENT
Generaily, the history of organizational decision making, over the past fifty
years, is ~ h ~ c t e r i z by
e d increased employee participation. According to Bolnian and
Deal, managers have historically been resistant to the notion of "organuational
democracy, where the rights of worker to participate in decisions are built into the
formal decision-makmg process and are not subject to manageriai discretion" (1984, pp
8889). Consequently, other than through the process of coilective bargaining, the level
of employee inclusion in managerial deasions had been viewed as dependent on
management style, for a large part of this century (Bolman and Deal, 1984, pp 88-89;
Nightingale, 1982, pp 35-47 and 140-154).
A fomalized initiative of participative management emerged in Yugoslavia, in the
early 1950s. Apparently, the Yugoslavian government experienced a sigriificant
ideological shift resulting h m friction with the Soviet Union. When Stalin cut relations
with Yugoslavia in 1948, the latter reexamined its interpretation of Marxism.
"Yugoslavia made a subtle change in the official definition of who owns the workplace:
It was owned not by the state but by the entire society" (Bolman and Deal, 1984, p.
89). In the 1950s, the concept of self-managemenf emerged in Yugoslavia, as every "work
organization was required to have a workers' council elected by the employees, with

essentially the formal power that is usually held by the board of directors in a
corporation The workers' c o u n d [could] set basic policy, hire and fie management,
and set wages and salaries" (ibid.). While the system certainly had its limitations, as
conflicts between f o d authority and r d power emerged (Nightingale, 1982, p. 91),it
apparently still had a significant impact on the process by whch deasions were made
(Eshin and Bartiett, 1982, pp 8b109). Furthemore, in the system's first twenty years,
"Yugoslaviafs increase in industrial production was second only to Japan's"(Bolman
and Deal, 1984, p. 90).
Elsewhere, in the early 1960s, management theorists praised the merits of the
innovation. In the United States, Douglas Maregor, through his book Tlie Human Side
of Enterprise (1960, p. 128), suggested that the innovation would provide an
oppominity "to encourage the growth of subordinates and their ability to accept
responsibility." Renis Likert (1961) differentiated between organizatiom that are "jobcentered" and "employee-centered"(cited in Bolman and Deal, 1984, p. 97). He
daimed that the latter grouping is associated with higher production and democratic
supervision. It should-benoted, however, that although he was a proponent of shared
deasion making, participation "was to be 'informal,' that is it was to be practiced by
the enlightened s u p e ~ s o rbut
, was not a formal component of the deasion-making
structure of the organization" (Nightingale, 1982, p. 49). These authors, and others that
followed, began an emphasis on human remrces and the sharing of authority to meet
individual and organizational needs (ibid. pp 4748). While their views feu into
disrepute among business executives for the biçt part of the 1970s, emphasis on the
workplace as a soaal environment would continue into the 1980s (Peters and
Watennan, 1982, pp 95118).
Organizational Developrnent (OD) emerged from relative obscurity in 1965 to
become prominent among managers by 1975 (Bolman and Deal, 1984, p. 98).
Researdiers in OD undertake a consultative role for the improvement of complex
organizations (Morgan, 1985, pp 61-62). The job of the OD consultant is to recoxnmend
organizational reforms that will create afit between organizationç and the environment
( b d . Although OD has not focuçed purely on shared deasion making as a strategy
for organizational improvement, there has been a substantial emphasis on the human
and cultural needs of organizations (Bolman and Deal, 1984, pp 96-100). This
emphasis has ushered support for shared decision making in recent years.
By the 1980s, employee partidpation again had emerged in western management
theory. In blending Amencan and Japanese approaches to management, William
Ouchi's nieory Z (1981,cited in Bolman and Deal, 1984, p. 101) supported the-notion
of decision making as a collective process. The innovation of quality d e s , which is a
group process of problem solving borrowed from the Japanese, became increasingly

popular during this p e n d Interestingly enough, quality circles actually has its roots in
the United States. It was initiated by a team of American efficiency experts, sent to
improve the economic base of war-tom Japan in 1945. Ironically, their theories were
Iargely ignored in the United States at that time (Hawley, 1985, pp 41-42). However,
Bolman and Deal reckon that related innovations had reached fad proportions in
business by the mid-1980s (1984, p. 88). A 1982 report on the 500 largest corporations
in the US daimed that one-third had successfully irnplemented some form of
participatory management (cited in Shedd and B a h c h , 1991, p. 133). It is not
surprising that into the 1990s, shared decision making has become established in the
field of education.

SUPPORT FOR SHARED DECISION MAKING
Shared deâsion makuig is promoted by much of the educationai literature of the
1990s. There is considerable support for the innovation as a means of improving
organizationai management and climate in the current environment of change. By
examining the innovation through Gorton and Snowden's "Major Steps in Decision
Making", it becomes evident that it apparently carries with it both cognitive and
affective katures. It is suggested by the Merature that the innovation can improve the
quality of decision making and stimulate the cornmitment of school personnel to
effectively implement resolutions.
Keith and Girluig argue that participatory management provides both cognitive
and affective benefits to the process of decision making (ibid. p. 28). En the cognitive
sense, higher productivity is the result of "higher-quality information from different
areas and levels of the organization to bear on sbategic decisions" (ibid.). Supported
by many (Blase and Roberts, 1994, pp 81-89; Epp, 1993, pp 31-32; Gorton and
Snowden, 1993, p. 8; Hackman and Lawler, 1971, pp 282-284; Lawier, 1986, pp 28-32;
Schlechty, 1990, p. 50; Shedd and Bacharach, 1991, pp a,136-137; and Tranter, 1994.
p. 22 ), Keith and Girling also contend that through the affective domain, "productivity
gains are the result of worker satisfaction and its relatiomhip to motivation" (1991, p.
32). Usîng Gorton and Snowden's insightful illustration of the fundamental process of
decision making (1993, p. 8), the cognitive and afEective dimensions of shared decision
making are explored below.
Srep 1 Define the situation. This cognitive process involves determinùig if there is
a problern and what the circumstances are. That is, decision makers idenhfy the source
for concem, the scope, and the interested parties. Participants in a mode1 of shared
deâsion making identify problems as they mise because they are stakeholders.
Furthemore, as stakeholders they are able to engage in aitical discussions on issues
that may be overlaoked in a traditional hierarchicai mode1 where decision making is
centralized (Shedd and Bacharach, 1991, p. 60; Tranter, 1994, p. 22). According to

Shedd and Bacharach, "Participation strategies SMresponsibility for identifying and
volunteering information with system-wide implications to those with direct açceçs to
that information, without burying them under piles of report forms" (1991, p. 137).
Shared decision making, it is suggested, d o w s for a more thoughtful consideration of
problems.
Step 2 Identify fhe alternatives. This step involves the cognitive process of
recognizing the choices that exist in a decision. To avoid the problematic assumption
that only two solutions exist (Gorton and Snowden, 1993, p. 9), it may require that the
decision makers creatively define new alternatives for maximum gain and minimum
loss. In quality &des, for example, partiapants are trained in brainstorming techniques
to encourage creativity (Hawley, 1985, p. 42).
As in the first step, shared decision making may facilitate greater access to
information about a situation being considered. Participants are wekomed to develop
many creative alternatives, that address the diverse needs across the organization.
Schlechty summarizes that, "partiapatory leadership creates conditions in whch ideas
in their most compeliïng form c m flow up and d o m the orgzüzation" (1990, p. 50).
Step 3 Assess the altetnatives. Since participants are stakeholdm, in shared
deasion making, the ramifications of the alternatives may be effectively explored before
decisions are made. Communication is key here. In addition to building trust arnong
participants (Epp, 1993, p. 31; Glickman, 1993, pp 22-23), which is art affective
outcorne, it is argued that the process also provides the cognitive benefit of redutsing
isolation by grving individual teachers "the opportunity to l e m hom each other . . .
[and]the opportunity to cultivate a continuously expanding body of professional
knowledge . . ." (Shedd and Sacharach, 1991, p. 138).
Step 4 Seled the Best Possible Alfernative. Shared decision making relies upon
democratic principles that may nurture both affective and cognitive benefits.
Affectively, the innovation is intended to motivate people to make decisions that ai1
stakeholders can accept. A recent study that utilized school data from across the
United States found that as teachers' influence on deasions increases, conficts w i t h
schools decrease (Ingersoll, 1996, pp 159-176). The process is not, however, intended
to merely reduce conflicts in schools. Rather, it is intended to have the cognitive benefit
of improving the quality of decisions (Epp, 1993, p. 6). A 1989 study of group decision
making found that 97 percent of groups were able to outperform their best members (R.
Black, Michaelsen and Watson, 1989, p. 836). This study was significant because it
involved more than 1300 participants arranged in 222 groups, undertaking probIernsolving activities that were relevant to the individuais beyond the research.
Step 5 Secure Acceptance of the Decision. This step involves strategizing for the
success of the decision. An affective benefit of shared deasion making seems to be that

stakeholden are able to take ownership for the deasions that are made. Blase and
Robe* observed that, in a study of 836 teachers who had considered their prinapals
to be effective, "Only one d u e n c e strategy - involvement in deasion rnaking - was
linked to the development of teacher empowerment" (1994, p. 89). Teacher
empowerment is correlated to increased teacher ownership. It also may contribute to
their sense of dignity. It is evident in the study that when traditional fornial authonty
was employed, at best the result was cornpliance (ibid., p. 81). The process of bringing
stakeholders together to participate in decision making is certainly appealing if it will
engender employeecornmibnent.
Step 6 Irnplement the Decision. Shared decision making may motivate the
implementation of resolutions (Epp, 1993, p. 32; Tranter, 1994, p. 22). It is argued that
when deasions are mandated topdown, almg hierarchical lines, they are l e s like1y to
be successfully implemented: "It is, it seems, a condition of bureaucratie life that leaders
need to delude themselves regardhg the impact of their decisions, and subordhates
have an interest in maintaining this delusion" (Schlechty, 1990, p. 50). Conversely,
"The people involved in a shared deasion should assume the responsïbility and the
accountability for the deasion[s]" (Mitchell, 1992, p. 172). The innovation seems to
encourage participants to be knowledgeable and accepting of decisiow and active in
theV implementation (Lawler, 1986, p. 37). While uicreased teacher cornmitment to the
implementation of decisions is an affective benefit of shared deasion making, a
cognitive advantage is that stakeholders rnay be more howledgeable and capable of
implementing and cwrdinating complex initiatives.
Step 7 Evaluate the Decision. This final step seems to cause the process to start
once again. While the outcome of wise and effective deasions is certainly an attractive
feahue of the innovation, it seems that it is the process itself whidi draws in many
educators. The innovation may encourage participants to contribute to the ongoing
renewal of schools (Epp, 1993, pp 31-32). Furthexmore, it is argued that shared
deasion making allows organizations to respond quiddy to the changing needs of the
environment (Shedd and Bachaach, 1991, pp 134 -138; Tranter, 1994, p. 22).
Given the features that seem to result from the application of shared deasion
making, it is little wonder that it has drawn the paise of so many educators and
educational researchers. A large proportion of the Iiterature suggests that teachers are
mobilized to support school decisions because of their increased partiapation in
fomulating and implementing resolutions. In addition, there is a considerable argument
thai the broader base of input, mherent in the model, encourages a greater appreaation
of the diwcfsecircuxmtances that are present in schools. The successful implementation
of shared deasion making, it is argued, produces wise deasions and rallies the support
of empowered stakeholderç.

BARRLERS TO IMPLEMENTATION
While there appear to be many compelling reasons for schools to adopt shared
decision making, there are dear barriers that can prevent the innovation from being
successful. Certainly a predictable barrier is that stakeholders, particularly those w h o
would be participants, may be resistant to the process. There may also be
organizational limitations that blodc implernentation. It is apparent that sdiooiç whidi
undertalce the innovation need to consider the time and training that it requires.
Participant resistance
A potential barrier to the successfd implementation of shared deasion making is
fear on the part of participants. Teachers may view partiapation as an undertaking
that increases one's workload, resulting in minimal personal benefit (Keith and Giriing,
1991, p. 44). Furthemore, they may fear that they will have little real impact on
deasions (Bolman and Deal, 1984, p. 88; Duke, Showers, and M e r , 1980, pp 101102; Shedd and Bacharach, 1991, p. 132; Tranter, 1994. p. 26). McGregor w m that
some leaderç may regard the innovation as a "manipulative device for getting people to
do what they want, under conditions which delude the participators into thinking they
have had a voice in deasion making (1960, p. 125). Similar warnings are voiced by
Mintzberg, who daims that our cultural emphasis on strong leadership actually
undermines the contribution of employees. He says, "In the name of empowering the
workers, we actuaily reinforce the hierarùiy. So called empowerment becomes the
empty gift of the bosses, who remain &mly in charge" (1996a, p. 80). Finally, GLidanan
argues that in some places administraton are no longer seen as principal teachers. The
notion of principal as management and teacher as lnbour may inhibit collegial relations
(1993, p, 36). He recommends, however, that a collegial environment should prevad if
shared deasion making is to be successful (1993, pp 22-23).
Converçely, leaders may be fearful of losing control of their organizations (Blase
and Blase, 1994, p. 10; Bolman and Deal, 1984, p. 88; Flanigan and Gray, 1995 p. 9;
Keith and Girling, 1991, p. 44). According to Glickman, shared decision making can
only truly be successful if "those in status positions will have the same rights and
respowibilities to influence decisions but, in the end, can win or lose as easily as anyone
else" (1993,p. 42). However, given that principals may be held solely accountable for
the deàsions that corne from their schools and that they are out numbered when
compared to their staffs, it is reasonable that administrators would be apprehensive
about s h e d decision making. Such sentiments are echoed in two case studies that are
summarized by Conway and Calzi (1995). Here, they examine issues that arose when
teachers were afforded enough power to defy the wishes of their school systems. In the

k s t case, teachers successfdy blocked a board and centrai admulisbative initiative to
restructure a gifted and talented proLgam. in the second instance, a panel of teachers
selected a new principal for their school who would be highly sympathetic to their
interests, h m a short list provided by the system. Although in neither situation did
teachers appear to take actions that were beyond the power afforded to them, the
authors demonstrate that teachers, guided by their o m self-interests, will not
necessady make the same decisions as administrators. They suggest that the
innovation c m lead to "questionable, if not deleterious, outcornes" (ibid. p. 46). Their
message is clear administrators have much at stake with shared decision making.
Furthemore, principals may also kel uncomfortable with subordinates
challenging their views (Keith and Girling, 1991, p. 43). Organizational theorists Adler
and Borys daim that managers who fear opportunism within their employees tend to
rely upon the coercive procedures that are characteristic of traditional management to
maintain stability (1996, pp 71). Principals may also doubt that teachers have the
cornmitment that is required to make school decisions. McGregois Themy X and Theory
Y illustrate the assumptions that leaders may make, when considerhg the potential of
their employees:
Theory X
1. T h e average human being has an inherent dislike of work and will
avoid it if he can."
2. "Because of this human characteristic of dislike of work, most people
must be coerced, controiled, direded, threatened with punishrnent to
get them to put forth adequate effort toward achievement of
organizational objectives."
3. "The average human being prefers to be directed, wishes to avoid
responsibility, has relatively little ambition and wants security above
au."
Theory Y
1. "Extemai control and the threat of punishment are not the oniy
means for bringmg about effort toward organizational objectives.
Man will exercise self-direction and self-control in the service of
objectives to which he is cornmitteci."
2. "The average human being learns, under proper conditions, not oniy
to accept but seek responsibility. Avoidance of responsibility, lack
of ambition and ernphasis on secuity are generaily consequences of
experience, not mherent human characteristics."
3. "The capaaty to exerase a relatively high degree of imagination,
ingenuity and aeativity in the solution of organizationai problem is
widely, not narrowly, distributed" (cited in Gorton and Snowden.
1993, pp 17-18).
It should be noted that McGregor asserts that both Theory X and Theory Y have settings

in which they are appropriate. However, it seems unlikely that principals who
subscribe to Tneory X will be able to successfuUy provide a nurturing environment for
shared decision making. Epp recomrnends to principals that they not undertake the
innovation unless they are tnily cornmitteci to it (1993, p. 34).
Systemic Baniers
A systemic barrier barrier to shared decision making may be the high demand for
time that it entds. As noted previously, organizations that are engaged in shared

decision making may be able to respond swiftly to changes in the environment.
However, much of the literature states that it demands more tirne £rom participants (S.
Black, 1996, p. 26; Bradley and Olson, 1993, pp 52-53; Epp, 1993, p. 31; Flanigan and
Gray, 1995, p. 6; Keith and Girling, 1991, pp 4344; Tranter, 1994. p. 25). These
authors argue that some sort of strategy must be developed to allow participants to
commit the necessary time to the process.
An additional barrier, identified often in the literature, is the provision for
sufficient partiapant training (Gorton and Snowden, 1993, p. 19; Flanigan and Gray,
1995, pp 7-10; Keith and G i r h g , 1991, pp 44 - 45; Tranter, 1994, p. 23). The
innovation requires teachers to leam to constructively contribute to debates on issues of
management, and principals must acquire skiils to faalitate an environment that is task
oriented and where opinions are Ereely expressed. Ciearly, the innovation demands a
lot from its partiapants. However, for many educators, the demands are affordable if
the innovation wilI improve the performance of schoo1s.

THE IMPACT ON STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
Although there have been mixed responses to shared decision making in the
private sector, generaüy the measured outcomes have been positive. Summarized
research indicates that businesses experience more positive outcomes than negative and
generally equal or higher productivity after the implementation of shared decision
making (Bolman and Deal, 1984, pp 90-92; H. Levin, 1982, p. 45; Nightingale, 1982, pp
183-185). It is likely, as the field of OD suggests, that it is important to find an
appropriate fit between a governance mode1 and the environment in which an
organization lives. While for business it is quite feasible to measure the impact of
shared decision rnaking on organizational effectiveness, through the use of financial
productivity indicators, its impact on schools is less clear.
Several authors conunent on the shortage of studies that examine the effect that
the innovation has had on student achievement (S. Conley, 1991, pp 230; Conway and
Calzi, 1996, p. 46; Ingersoll, 1996, p. 160). The quantitative research exarnined here is
certainly inconclusive. Keith and Girling argue that shared deasion making does

positively affect educational outcornes (1991, pp 30-31). The authors a t e a 1988 1989 study of 16 California elementary and secondary schools that found that those
that employed methods of participatov governance significantly outperforrned others
"on the California Assessrnent Program (CAP), a set of standardized school
achievement tests that correct for variation in the students' soaoeconornic status, raaal
background, and language spoken in the home environment" (ibid. p. 32). Meanwh.de,a
Ùiree-year Virginia study of fourth graders in 35 elementary schools found that
"[achievement] test scores were not iduenced by the degree to which teachers were
involved in administrative deasion-making" (Lawton, 1996, p. 7). Rather, the
researchers conduded that "the soao-econornic stahis of the student body accounted
for most of the variation among test scores . . ." (ibid.). The difficulty in quantifiably
aççessing the innovation seems to arise from our inability to define school eLfectiveness
in measurable terms. McGill management professor Henry Mintzberg daims that it is
typically probiematic to acwately measure and assess the outcornes of public semices,
such as education. His view is that such hctions "are in the public sedor precisely
because of meamremnt problems" (1996a, p. 79). Given the ambiguous nature of
measuring school effectiveness, it is not surprishg that commentators would observe
that experiments with shared decision making have not "resulted in the h d s of
dramatic gains in student achievement . . . that their advocates had hoped for"(Brad1ey
and Olson, 1993, p. 44).
Unforhmately, empirical studies suggest that the impact of shared deasion
m a h g on learning and teaching is minimal. Brown found, in an eighteen-month case
study of the innovation in a Pennçylvania elementary school, that decision making
tended not to focus on student needs and instruction.d innovation (1995, pp 345-346).
Sùnilarly, in their study of six American schools, Peterscm and SoIsrud discovered:
In some of these schools, new shared deasion-making structures are
providing a forum for discussion on new instnictional arrangementsand
m e n t issues about curriculum and change. In other schools, however,
substantive improvements have not occurred (1996, p. 109).
The authors conduded that:
While changes in deasion-making structures may be important to
teachers' sense of empowerment and to increasing professional
involvement in key deasions, having new structures does not guaantee
schools w i l l focus on improving instruction. To do t h i s staff and
administrators will have to make t h s a priority (ibid.).
The argument raised here is that the implementation shared decision making alone will
not necessady lead to improvements in learning and teaching.
Meanwh.de, after cornparhg six schools with shared decision makmg to six
schools without it from auoss the United States between 1988 and 1993, Weiss and
Carnbone recommend "uncouphg issues of governance and of classroom curriculum

and instruction" (1994, p. 288). These researchers found that shared decision making
alone is demanding of partiapants and suggest that it should become welI established
before instructional reform efforts are put into place (ibid.). Furthemore, while the
study suggested that schools with s h e d decision makùig were only "modestly more
innovative, and in line with recent reform prescriptions such as interdiçaphary
teadung and schools-within-theschooI"(Weiss, 1995, p. 579), it was conduded that it
is perhaps wise that "'ernpowered' teachers tend to use their power to slow the Pace of
diange" (Weiss, 1993, p. 89). Weiss contends that rnany educational innovations have
been Little more than "fads and fashions" (ibid. p. 84). She remarksi "Some changes
probably should be rethought and refashioned in order to fit the needs of students and
of teadiers in the building" (ibid. p. 89).
Finaily, some literature suggests that increasing the teacher's role in sdiool
management can actually hmder learning and teaching. It seems that the new
responsibilities assoaated with decentralization, such as participation in deasionmakmg bodies, can consume a great deal of teachas' tune, reducing their ability to focus
on long-term educational goals (Richardson and Sistrunk, 1989). Furthermore, it is
argued that the organizational restruchiring and new roles associated with shared
deasion makmg rnay dismpt the activities of effectively-nui schools (Conway and
mi,1996). There is d s o concem that empowered teachers may undermine systemwide deasion makmg (ibid.). Qearly, these views sharply contrast the arguments put
forward by advocates of decentralization.
It is evident that research which investigates the relationshp between shared
decision making and student achievement is limited. While businesses rnay ver- well be
able ta measure their productivity through the analysis of profit margins and other
hiiancial indicators, the measurement of school effectiveness is certainly problematic.
Furthermore, the results of empincal studies also seem to produce conflicting
assessments of the innovation's impact on learning and teaching. It is compelling to
pursue ths topic in the present research.
SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 2
The literature on shared decision making provides a fascinating account of the
evolutionary history of the innovation. The trend towards more indusive management
has emerged from being merely a leadership style to becoming weIl established as a
largescale innovation in both private and public industries. In educational iiterature,
s h e d decision making has been touted as an opportunity to hcrease staff cornmitment
while produchg wise decisions. However, the literature also identifies some fomidable
obstacles for the innovation. Furthermore, research whch examines the impact of
shared decision making on student achievernent is both lacking and somewhat
contradictory. It is evident that more research is needed in thiç area.

CHAM'ER 3
THE ENVIRONMENT

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, the research sites and their environment are described. The two
schools are portrayed as distinct entities that share a cornmon environment of turbulent
change. Although these schoob share many simiiar chirracteristics, given that they are
both high schools w i t h the same district, their contrasting features are regarded as
being particularly significant for this investigation- Consistent with organizational
theory, the schools demonstrate the attributes of organisms that are dependent upon
and responsive to their environment. While the schools are quite d i r e n t hom each
other, they are both compefled to adapt to their circumstances.

THE PARTICIPANT SCHOOLS
The two schools that form the focus for this investigation, when compared to
each other, provide a forhinate blend of s i d a and divergent diaracteristics. Their
similarities in governance make it possible for thiç investigation to consider both sites
together, allowing for a valid and rneaningfd cornparison. However, their sigmficant
differences in historical background, physical design, size of enrollment,

clientele, and approach to learning and teaching ailow ttus study to more readily
isolate reported experiences with shared decision rnaiung, from those that may be
atûibuted to other factors. Thus, exarnining the two schools together provides a unique
and valuable opportunity to gain si@cant lmowledge and insight into the innovation
of shared decision making.
Called Suburban High and City High for anonymity, the two schools contrast in
many ways. Firstly, Suburban High has a much shorter history than City High. Over its
approximately thirty years of operation, Suburban High has been involved in a variety
of innovative projects that have given it a reputation of being nontraditional. For most
of its history, this school has offered a mdtidisciplinary program that has attracted
visitors worldwide. It has also drawn enrollment ~ty-widewith a provindy-initiated
program that allows students a great deaI of control over their learning environment.
As weil, the school is engaged in a Teacher Advisor Program that has enabled s m d
groups of students to comed with certificated staff members for scholastic, career, and
personal counseling. Suburban High has also been a system Ieader in the
implementation of computers into leaniing and teaching. During its short period of
existence, Suburban High has enjoyed many successes.
City High has a much longer tradition. The oIdest surviving component of the
plant was built approximately seventy years ago. By the 1940s, City High was one of

three public high schools in Calgary. Vocational facilities were added in the 1960s and
operated with a great deal of success. However, by the 1970s.demand for vocational
programs decreased, and the school expenenced a steady dedine. Nevertheless, in the
1980s
High experienced a miradous tumaround, with the introduction of some
highly regarded academic progams. As one admllustrator described it, "In a âty that
tends to tear d o m buildings rather than preserve them, [City Hi&] provides a vital
Lùik with our past." By wandering through City Hi& one gets a sense of its long and
proud history.
Perhaps indicative of the eras from which they have emerged, the physical
plants of the two schools also significantly differ. As is evident hom its history, City
High is an older building. Its impreçsive brick facade provides a b&r between innercity development and its traditional, yet humble, interior. With wide halls, high ceilùigs,
and beautifully maintained wood him, City High echoes the grandeur of Calgary's older
architechire. Many of its windows stdl have their original panes, which distort the
images that penebte them. ALthough teadiers and students enjoy the natual Light that
they deliver -in some instances, classes are taught with the electric Lights turned off these windows provide little insulation on cold winter days. Restricted by space and
the available hmishings, the organization of school fumiture also provides little
warmth to classrooms. Straight, traditional rows of desks are common. In many ways,
City High resembles what many AIbertans lament has been lost in public schooling.
Meanwhile, located in a suburban colxununity of Calgary, Suburban High is a
much more modem high &ml. Having emerged kom a period of experimental school
architecture, Suburban High is characterized by: various teaching-space sizes, minimal
hallway space, few windows, and many areas that are carpeted. In addition, the
school exhibits rernnants of dated colours that have been popular over the last three
decades. Suburban High also brags several newly renovated areas, which tend to be the
highlight of walking tours. Oassroom hirniture consists of deçks or trapezoidal tables,
arranged in a variety of formations, that seem to soften the classroom environment.
Athough Suburban High has much to be proud of in terms of facility, it does not have
the programmg flexi'bility enjoyed by larger schoolç.
With approximately fifty teachers, Suburban High is a relatively s m d h g h
school. An enrohent of around one thousand students and a iimited number of
teaching spaces has challenged the process of scheduling, by limiting the number of
course sections that can be offered and by placing many spaces in high demand. Many
teachers teach in severai Merent classrooms, and eady morning sections are offered for
sorne courses to deviate tirnetabhg dif£iculties. Suburban High has little in the way
of vocational shops, but does offer a respectable complement of option courses.
IronicaIIy, the openness of the school- which causes many teachers a great deal of
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-and the Lunits of the s m d plant, seem to promote a sense of community

withui the school. Teachers in Suburban High know each other, and it is cornmon for
them to be MendIy with colleagues in other departments.
Conversely, City High is a large school. Having a p p r o d t e l y 1800 students
and nearly ninety-five teachers, it seems to be acceptable for staff members to be
strangers at City High. In addition, the bizarre design of its stairwek contributes to the
isolation of deparhnents. Not only are departments located in separate wings of the
building, but often the only route to another wing on the same floor iç down and up
stairs. The school is dep~rm~entaked
further by the arrangement of staff spaces.
Although City High haç a wonderful common staff roorn, many te&hers reîreat to their
ample offices when they are not teaching d w e s . Furthennore, many of them occupy
one dassroorn for an entire year, and sometimes for several. The faality seems to
encourage teachers to came out their own temtory. Although City High iç an entity
with whkh staff members idenbfy, there are dearly physical barriers to staff unity.
The dientele of students at Suburban High and City High is a relevant
consideration for this study. The schools are similar in that both of their çtudent bodies
may be described as being ethnicdy diverse. At City High, 1 was told of a 1994
demographics w e y that found that English was not the k s t language for 52 percent
of the students. In total, 81 languages were represented. Comparable statistics were
not available at Suburban High. However, one c m easily appreaate its rich e t h c
diversity by simply wakng through the halls. Furthemore, in recognition of their large
Chinese population, Suburban High celebrates Chinese New Year and prints the
school's newsletter in both English and Chinese. Although the mission statements at
both schools express the desire to embrace this diversity, staff members at both sites
face a common challenge of working with many students whose k t language is not

Engiish
While there was Little relevant statistical data available to accurately depict the
socio-economic circumstances for the two schools, given that h g h schools tend to d a w
h m many neighbourhoods, staff mernbers were able to provide insightful impressions.
It was suggested in both schools that family wealth varies greatly from one household to
the next. However, City High seems to have a sizable proportion of students who are
quite weaithy . An administrator at City High indicated that their academic programs
have proven to be a magnet for some wealthier Calgary families. Athough many of the
students in Suburban High seem to corne from families that live comfortably, there does
not seem to be the level of d u e n c e present at City High. Furthermore, there appearç to
be a marginally greater proportion of students at Suburban High whose families are
needy, compared to City High. According to the CBE's Finance Department, 4.5
percent of the students at Suburban High received waivers on their school fees in 1996-

97, compared to 3.6 percent at City High. Athough the gap is narrow, this statistic is
curious given that City High is located dose to the downtown core and Suburban Xigh
is in the suburbs. Nonethdess, a cornmon descriptor for the student bodies at both
schools 1s diversify.
In their approach to learning and teaching, there are significant differences
between the two schools. Although both may be regarded as schools that çpecialize in
academic challenge, as they are both affiliated with an intemationaily recognized
academic program that was originally intended for the children of diplomats, there are
marked differences in their performance on provincial exarns. As reported in the
Glgnry Herald, City High placed near the top in overall average, compared to other
Calgary high schools for 1995 and for 1996 (User Guide, 1996, p. Al). Meanwhile,
Suburban High placed in the middle for both examination periods. A reasonable
explanation for this gap might be that City High has a much more established academic
program than does Suburban High. As indicated previously, City High draws a large
proportion of students £rom outside of its feeder schools. At this point, however,
Suburban High's academic program is still in its infancy.
Perhaps a second explanation for the gap in exam performance, at the two
schools, is their different philosophical pnorities ui learning and teaching. An
examination of its mission statement reveals that Suburban High places a high emphasis
on human needs, student-centered learning, and instructional innovation. The
document indicates that leasning is enhanced when students are "secure and
cornfortable," "encouraged to interact with others," and are able to "learn at their own
rate." At Suburban High, teachers have cornmitted themselves to "create an open and
diverse learning environment; one which is supportive, dynamic, and innovative."
These pnonties contrast greatly with those identified at City High. In its mission
statement, City High has asserted the importance of student self-reliance. Teadiers at
t h s schooi are committed to the developrnent of "strength," "courage" and "individual
potential" within students, through "challenging programs" of "excellence. " Certainly,
there are common pnorities for the two schools - such as numinng tolerance for
divemity and making comections with their cornrnunities - however, the contraçting
elements are stribng. Whüe it is evident that these two schools differ greatly , they do
share a common environment that has encouraged them to undertake shared deasion

making.

AN EMERGING ENVIRONMENT FOR SHARED DEUSION MAKING
Organizational theonsts provide us with a framework through which to analyze
the two schools and how their environment has encouraged the implementation of
shared decision making. Theorists differentiate between organizations that resemble

machines and those that are similar to organims. While the bureaucracy of many
public institutions appears to be h o s t machine-like, in that the focus on interna1
design seems to make them unresponsive to their surroundings, the two schools
examined here have become more like organisms that are dependent upon their
environment to thrive. According to Morgan, 'This exchange is m c i a l for sustaining
the life and form of the system, since environmental interaction is the basis of seifmaintenance" (1986, p. 46). While organisms reIy upon nature for energy, required
nutrients, and other nuauring elements of an inhabitable environment, schools are
dependent upon economic resources in an environment of politics. Consistent with
contingency theory, changes in the environment have encouraged the sdiools to evolve.
At the forefront of their evolution, Suburban High and City High have adopted shared
decision m a h g in order to accommodate their new surroundings.

The Emerging Politicai Environment
Although some may wish that schooIs could exist outside of politics, it is
apparent that they rely upon a favourable political climate. The political environment
for schools is a complex one. Apart from addressing the interests of the students, staff,
and volunteers that are direct partiapants, schools also face demands fiom extemal
stakeholders. It is apparent that sdiools must be accountable to parents, the school
system, and the provincial govenunent. Indeed, a school's existence is the product of
political decisions made by these groups. In addition, they must maintain relationships
with the community, business, the media, unions, and a variety of public services.
While a supportive political environment encourages healttiy development, turbulence
can cause schools distress.
Educational commentators Maude Barlow and Heather-jane Robertson express
alarm over the emerging politicai environment in Canadian education. Through an
examination of the debate on public school effectivenesç, they highlight several political
issues that have emerged and have damaged the public's trust in schools. The offendmg
claims, whch the authors regard as unfounded myths that constitute an assault on
public schools, are sumrnarized bdow:
At least 25 4/0 of Canadians are illitmate.
Our drop-out rate is at l e s t 30 %.
We spend more on education than [virhally] any country in the
world, and we have less to show for it.
When Our students results are compared with those of Our
international cornpetitors, we are beaten by neariy everybody (1994,
pp 25 - 44).
Although the authors argue against the claims, they concede that "It is naive to beiieve
that anythulg as emotionally charged as education can be freed from the shadows cast

by myths" (ibid., p. 44). Whether the issues are contnved or reai, they do affect the
political environment in education.
The Cdgary Board of Education has ais0 acknowledged siguficant issues that
have affected the political environment in pubhc education. In a 1991 strategic plan
scanning report, the Board identified a variety of challenges that had affected its whole
organizationai structure. The Board perceived that:

The structures which have provided s e c d t y and stability for public
institutions are in transition and are being questioned in this tirne of
rapid change. The scope and speed of change is causing a fundamental
reshaping of Canadian institutions.
The changing family unit seems certain to pose new challenges.
In telecommunications, technologies provide immediate global access.
The passage of the Canadian Charter of Rights and freedoms is
reflected in a sigxufïcant shift in legd jurisdiction.
Dissatisfaction with public education is emerging and centering
around accountability, standardization, and "produd." Challenges
to the "traditional" classroom wiU continue.
The "normal" classroom is comprised of expanding numbers of
students currently regarded as exceptional.
Political structures are being questioned.
Technology will continue to provide an alternative to management
and stafhg (Calgary Board of Education, 1991b).
The report further detailed emergent trends in the system's political environment:
Individuals are recogmzing that their individual rights may ovemde
group rights and there is an attitude of challenge within soaety.
The aging population are growing in number and have the poiiticai
power and voice to influence decision-making.
The majority of taxpayers do not have children in school and t h s
trend will continue.
A greater demand by abonguial people for recognition and rights is
occuning.
Growing ethnic diversity is reflected in greater demands for culturai

recognition.
Individuais are challenging insütutional policies.
Business and community are demanding more input into the
educational policy and decision-making, and are questioning the
educational "product."
Comrnunity and educational agencies are increasingiy being required
to act as advocates for children in the absence of stable family
structures.
There is an expanding dernand for educationai response to special
needs.
There are more women holding positions of decision-making and
power @id.).

It is evident that inaeased political instabdity has challenged the CBE and its schools.
It is not surprishg that the provincial govemment responded to this apparent politid
side through the institution of school councils.

School Councils
According to Lngersoil, the trend towards the decentralization of school decision
making has taken two distinct forms. One approach, which is the focus of this study,
ailows teachers to have more input into school decisions to increase their "authority,
autonomy, and professionalism" (1994, p. 152). The second strategy allows parents
and community members to have a greater roie in the decision-making process of their
local schools (ibid.). In Alberta, the latter strategy has brought about the institution of
parent-dominated school councils.
By design, school counds bring together parents, members of a school's
community, school personnel, and sometimes students, through a democratic process,
to make decisions about how a school shouid be run. Furthermore, the innovation may
be part of a site-based-management initiative where a transfer of authority occurs, £rom
centrai administration to tocal schools, over decisions "about instructional programs
and services and how they are funded" (Russel,1995,p. 3). In Aiberta, the innovation
is intended to affect learning and teaching positively. Alberta Education defines school
councils as:
collective associations of parents, teachers, prinapals, staff, students
and community representatives who seek to work together to promote
the well-bein and effectiveness of the entire school community and
thereby to eAance student leaming. A school coucil iç a means to
facilitate cooperation among dl the concerned participants in the local
school (Alberta Education, 1995a,p. 1).
Ironically, however, Ingersoll argues that this approach is predicated on the notion that
schools are currently managed too loosely. To increase accountabiiity, the strategy
would be to disempower teachers by "shifting substantial control from school staffs to
parents and communities" (1994, p. 152). It is evident, then, that the indusion of
teachen and the community in school decision making has the potential to produce
fiction between the two groups.
Although initially there was distress, on the part of both parents and educators,
about the amount of power that school councils would wield (Jenkinçon, 1995a, p. 34),
that concern was ameliorated with déadications presented in the Sdrool Council Resource
Manunl (Alberta Education, 199%). This document dearly indicates that, "Final
decision-making responsibility rests with the school principal. School counals exist to
advise and consult the principal . . ." (p. AB). Unfomuiately, one year after they were
legislated, a Cnlgmy Herald article indicates that, "many parents Say the only roie these

counals c m deal with is hmd-raising to ensure their children will have the necessary
tools in school to l e m , following cutbadcs in education in recent years" (Dempster,
1997, p. M O ) . While it is apparent that council members may have becorne aware of
the current ânanaal realities of sdiooling in Alberta, it is unlikely ùiat they are playing
the significant role that was initially envisioned.
Nonetheles, it is evident that sdiooI counds are viewed as an oppominity for
stakeholders to make personai, significant contrhutions to the improvement of schools
and student learning. While, it is possible that the implementation of such an
innovation will cause considerable stress within local schools, the initiative does
reinforce the notion of stakeholder indusion in school decisions. This emphasis has
been shown to be well supported by current educational literature and is evident in the
govemance models of the sdiools that participated in this study. Unfomuiately, as
indicated by the Calgary Herald report, the environment of the political mena is
interdependent with economic cücwnstances.

The Scarcity of Resources
The politicai environment has a hemendous impact on the availability and
distribution of economic resources in public education. School h d i n g is largely
deter-ed
by govermental decision making. In 1995, for instance, 94 percent of the
CBE's operations revenue m e from the Alberta Govemment. Other sources of funding
induded federal grants, the muniapalities, and user fees (Calgary Board of Education,
1996b). In addition to the provincial government's decision-making process, whch
determines the system's funding, the sdiool board in tuxn decides upon the actual
budget allocation for individuai schools. As with organisms in nature, schools exists in
an environment that is diaracterized by a scarcity of resources.
In its 1991 strategic plan, the CBE identified a trend in dedining funding for
public education. It daimed that, "Dedining finanaal support for education has
threatened and complicated the task of providing equity of access for all leamers to
Calgary Board of Education programs and semices" (Calgary Board of Education,
1991a). The funding situation worsened in the spring of 1993 with the election of a new
Progressive Consemative government. When the government received its mandate, the
dedorate of Alberta had agreed to engage in a massive restruchiring of the public
senrice to elllninate an annual defiat of $3.2 billion in four years (Bergman, 1993, p. 17).
Health care and Education, constituting large components of the provinaal budget,
were among the most heavily hit with funding cutbacks. The dramatic restruchiring of
education haç rodced the environment of public çdiools.
Apart from reducing the number of boards by nearly two-thuds (Jenkinson,
19931,p. 34) and eliminating their ability to tax directly (Barlow and Robertson, 1994,

p. 229),the province has also placed limits on the proportion of board budgets that c m
be spent on centralized administration to "have the effecî of increasing the amount of
money available at the school level, without inaeasing the o v e r d expenditures"
(Chnadian Pnncipui, 1995, p. 4). These initiatives have had a significant impact on
sdiool boards. For the CBE, theçe refoms have resulted in a net loss of $34 106 531 to
its operations budget between 1993 and 1995, or 9 percent of the funding per student
emolled before innation (Calgary Board of Education, 1996a; Calgary Board of
Education,l996b). During the 1997 provinaal election, the Alberta School Board
Association informed the public that, even after govemment reinvestment, per student
expenditures throughout Alberta had fallen by 11percent over the previous four years
(Dawson, 1997, AB). Compounded infiation largely accounted for this drop. Clearly,
the CBE has recentty faced tremendous upheaval. The system and its schools would
need to undertake significant restruduring to navigate political and economic
turidence.
Environmental Instability and Change
It is apparent, within organizational theory, that when the environment in which
an organization exists endures significant changes, the organization itself is likely to
experience pressure to adjust to its new surroundings. Confronted by its new
environment, an organization m a y experience internal resistance that produces tension.
Bolman and Deal attribute this result to a misalignment of structural kames. They
identify four frames inherent in complex organizations:
Stncctural frame - goal direction, structural darity, and task
accornplishment.
Human resmrcefiame - effective response to human needs and use of
human resourceç.
Political f i m e - coalitions, conflicts, and problems of resource
allocation.
Symbolicfrmne - çhared values, symbols, and cohesion (1984. p.
288).

As the authors suggest, change in the environment causes some of the hames to shift.
Members of an organization rnay be reludant or hnd it difficult to adjust to the new
environment and misalignment results, causing internal tension within the organization.
Tension is not deviated until the frames are realigned (ibid., pp 288-292).
According to research asçociated with contingency theory, when change OCCUIS in
an environment, organizations can adapt more readily when an open and flexible
internal structure is developed (Burns and Stalker in Morgan, 1986, p. 50; Lawrence
and Lorsch, 1967, pp 185-210). The resdting organic fom is in stark contrast to the
mechanistic one, whch emphasizes herarchy, accountability, and routinized operation
(Mintzberg, 1996a, p. 80). While the mechanistic mode1 is rigid and unresponsive

.

because of its dependence on environmental stability, an organic foxm is flexible and
more readily adjusts to change. As the metaphor suggests, organic organizations are
affected by instability in environment, and they evolve in order to maintain themselves.
As part of their evolution, organic organizations may attempt to increase
employee participation in decision making (Rowan, 1995, p. 24). The work of Adler
and Borys indicates that organizations which are dependent upon medianistic
principles tend to deny employees the opporhinity to develop and exerase skills
associated with organizational deveiopment and improvement by Iimiting planning and
the formulation of ideas to management (1996, pp 70-76). WhiIe. this approach does
entrench standardization and managerial control throughout an organization, it reduces
the potential contribution of individual employees and the adaptability of the enüre
organization. Borys and Adler recommend that organizational poliaes be implernented
that enable employees to manmize their contribution to the workplace, especiaily when
the environment is characterized by change (ibid.). This objective has been evident
within the CBE and at the schools exstmined here.
The CBFs 1991çtrategic plan scanning report desmied shared decision making
as an organizational goal for the school system:
As educational resources dedine, the quality of decisions becomes
aitical. The CBE will broaden its leadership base to take full advantage
of the rich background and abilities of staff and implement leaderçhip
processes to increase collaboration and consensus building to improve
the quality deasion making (CalgaryBoard of Education, 1991b).
Furthermore, among the initiatives that it ated to accornplish this goal, the CBE called
for a new "emphasis on leadership as a function and not a position" (ibid.). This
emergent direction, dthough consistent with much of the m e n t literature on school and
system govername, was a departure h m the approach that had been articulated in
previous years. A 1989 position paper, released by CBE senior adrninistrator Bill
Dixon, had emphasized the importance of a strong traditional h e of authority:
Authority pexmits the decision to be made; responsibility requires that it
be made; and accountability requires accounting to one's supervisor for
the decision process and the outcomes thereof: student to teacher,
teacher to principal, principal to superintendent, and ulümately Chief
Superintendent to the Board of Tmstees (p. 16).
Although the essay does articulate support for the popular notion of staff
empowennent, the notion of a "consultative decision rnaking process" (ibid., p. 17) is in
stark contrast to the emphasis on "coliaboration and consensus building" that is part of
the system's 1991 strategic plan. The system's 1993 learning and teaching scanning
report recogmzed that, within the system, "There is a trend towards increased
demoaatization of the people. Democratization refers to the treatment of others as
one's equals" (p. 2). More recently, the Board of Tmstees has M e r vahdated this

shift by articulating in its statement of purpose that: "The Board's govemance exhibits
wisdom, courage, foresight and s h e d leadership sa that time, talent and resouces are
used in the best possible wayf' (CBE Newsf 1996, p. 1). h t o 1996-97, the CBE is
p r o d u h g a policy on decision making that, in its draft fom, calls for decisions to be
made with the involvement of "those dosest to, affected by and responsible for their
impiementation" (Calgary Board of Education, 19%~).It M e r highlights the systemç
preference for deasions based on "cooperation and coUaboration" (ibid.). It is evident
that the CBE is cornmitted to the concept of inclusion in d o 0 1 and system decisions.
This direction has been paramount in the emergence of shared decision making at the
two schools considered hem.
SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 3
Although the two schools that provide the setting for this study share
characteristics that are common to many Calgary high schools, they also p o s e s
contrasting katures which show that they are organizations that are quite different
£rom each other. Their historical origins have marked them with experiences that are
s p e d c to the eras hom whkh they have emerged. Their dikrent styles of architecture
highlight the transformation of educational philosophy over the past century.
Furthemore, their dissimilarity in design and size have affected cornmUNcation and
their levels of staff interaction. In terms of meeting the needs of their diverse students,
these schoois seem to have adopted contrasting approaches. While both of them are
affiliated with an internationally recognized academic program, their philosophical
priorities in leaming and teadllng have been shown to be vastly different. It has also
been argued that although these schools contrast greatly, they are both living
organizations that are dependent upon heir environment.
The environment of education has been portrayed as being politicaily turbulent
and economidy strahed. A perceived trend of dedining public h u s t and increasuig
demands upon schools was traced kom CE3E documentation and literary sources. This
instability has further been aggravated by a mounting public debt, resulting in
substantial funding reductions. In response to a perceived crisis, and with the
encouragement of provincial legislation, the CBE has supported inueased participation
in decision making. For the two schools examined here, the result has been the
innovation of shared decision making.

INTRODUCLlON
To this point, the focus of this study has been largely on the greater systemic and
environmental elements that have encouraged shared deciçion making at the two
r e s e d sites. It has been argued that the emerging popularity of this innovation in
organizational, business, and educational literature, combined with a ripe political
environment for change, has motivated schools to becorne more indusive in their
govemance.

The goal of this chapter is to shift the focus to the s m d picture. In support of
this study to examine participant experiences with shared decision making,
this chapter will consider the formation of the innovation at the two research sites. It is
hoped that by retelling the history of the innovation's implementation and by examinhg
the f o m that it has taken, the reader will develop a greater understandmg of the context
of participant experiences.
the intent of

THE TRADITIONAL GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
To fully appreciate the breadth of change that the schools have experienced, it is
valuable to consider the traditional model of school govemance, which waç in place
prior to implementation of shared decision making. The model desaibed here, while
likeIy moderated in practice, illustrates the hieratducal predisposition present in many
traditional institutions. By the account of teachers and administrators alike, the model
applied the philoçophy of topdown administration.
Refledons on the Old Mode1
On occasion, in the interview process, partiapants of this study reflected upon
their experiences with the old model of deàsion making. In terms of school-wide
decisions, teachers and administrators commented on the level of discretion that had
been previously enjoyed in particular by the prinsipal but also by the administrative
council. Figure 1 iilustrateç the model through which Calgary High Schools have
traditiondy made decisions. Essentidy, as the model suggests, decision making was
centralized at the top.
According to çome participants, the administrative cound was a significant
organ for m a h g school deasions. It was there that department heads represented and

defended the interests of their deparbents. The pnnapal and assistant p ~ t i p a l s
articulated their positions, and through a proces of voting, some decisions were made.

Figure 1
Traditional Govmance Structure for Calgary High Schwls
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However, despite the geçture of indusion suggested by the role of the
administrative corncil, the principal wielded considerable power in this model.
Typically, teachers and administrators alike recded that sdiool deasions had been
"made in the cabinet or made in the principal's office. And there were no b o n s made
about it. It was no big secret. 1 mean if you said that to the principal he would not be
surpriseci or upset. I f s just the way things were." In fa&. in some instances,prinapalç
even overntled the deâsions of the administrative cound. As one c u m d r u n leader
recalled, even if a clear majority had been reached by a cound in the old model, "the
prinapal might Say. 'Yes okay, well 1think that you're right. 1 think that you've got
more hem that's right.' And then he would ovethe de&ion anyway." It is not my
observation that principals generally were manipulative and overbearing. Rather, as
participants at both schools have indicated, the govemance model was one of
consultation, not collaboration.
The minutes of the administrative counols' meetings at both schools, dating back
as hr as 1988, support this observation. For the most part, they illustrate a discourse
where department heads asked questions of darification and expreçsed concerns over
existing policies. Where decisionç were made in the administrative councîi, they tended
to be the sort that GLidanan refers to as minimal-impact decisions (1993, p. 32). Typical
decisions made by the administrative c o u d were regarding tempomy modifications to
the school tirnetable for special events, the format for parent-teacher interviews,
sbategies for keeping the cafeteria dean, whether or not a warning bell would be
implemented after a morning break. and that the rnorning announcements should be
read slower so that they may be better understood. In fact, the more sigdicant school
decisions were made by the administration, outside of the administrative c o u n d
completely. For instance, the allocation of hnds from the school budget, the
introduction of a Teacher Advisor Program, sdiool goals, and the redeployment of
junior leadership designations were all deusions that were made exdusively by
admimstrators. Certainly, in each of these cases, the administration consulted with the
administrative c o d . However, ultimately the decisions were reporteci to that group;
they were not made by it. At one site, even a school motto was developed, utilinng the
input of teachers and students, by a select group headed by the principal. Although
department heads were hvited to comment on the motto, their input was sought after a
decision had already been reached. No modifmtions were made.
The role of teachers, in school-wide decision making. is consistent with the
hdings of Ingersoll (1994). In h s andysis of survey resultç received £rom auoss the
United States, he found that "typically, teachers are delegated responsibility for
implementation, execution and enforcement, but do not exerase actual control over the
conception and determination of Iarger policies and decisions" (p. 160). To facilitate

t h s result, the administrative council did a b as a hub of communication. Typically,
department heads were asked to inform their peuple about managerial issues su& as:
poliaes pertaining to student tardines and early dismissal, signifiant dates for report
cards, the time h e for teacher evaluation. and the process for making photocopy
duplications.
A Page h m Classical Management Theory
The model portrayed in Figure 1is consistent with the organizational charts that
are characteristic of classical management theory. Ciassical theorists, such as Henri Fayol,
F.W. Mooney, and Col. Lyndali Urwidc, advocated for organizations to adopt madunek e , rationai systems which employed topdown control for optimum efficiency in the
early part of this century (Morgan, 1986, pp 25-29). Sergiovanni adaiowledges the
coercive nature of traditional school govemance:
In order for schools to get teachers to do what needs to be done, rewards
and punishments must be haded for cornpliance. Teachers who teach
the way they are supposed to get good evaluations. Good evaluations
lead to better assignments and improved prospects for promotion
(1994b,p. 216).

He further suggests that the nature of dassical management theory
encourages us to assume that hierarchy equais mord superiority. As
teachers, for example, move up the r a d s not only is it presumed that
they know more about teaching and Iearning and other matters of
sdiooling. but that they care moE as weli" (ibid.).
It is apparent that the hierarchy employed by dassical management theory likely does
aflect how employees regard themselves and the rest of theV organizations.
As has been suggested previously, the lines of communication in the old model
followed dong the lins of command. Ader and Borys liken the coerave organization
employed in classical management theory to the layout of many prisons: Prisoners are
held in cells that surround a central tower, where the warden's office is located.
Comdors radiate out £rom the tower to the cells, in a spoke-and-wheel fashion. This
design provides the warden with "Mlvisibility ùito each ceil but simultaneously
shielding the warden from the prisoners' sight and isoiating the prisoners from each
otherf' (1996, p. 73). According to these authors. this structure affects the way that
employaes contribute to organizational poliaes. For example, "an employ ee who
submits a suggestion has no dear idea who will evaluate it, according to what criteria,
where in the evaluation cyde the suggestion is on a given date, or why it was dtimately
approved or rejected" (ibid.). it is not surprising that teachers felt isolated in the old
model of deasion making.
The arguments raised by opponents to dassical management suggest that
traditional organizational models, like the machines that they emdate, are harsh, cold,

and impersonal. However, several participants in this study did indicate that they
appretiated the decisive structure that the old model provided within the school.
Furthermore, teachers kequently cornmented that they were cornfortable with the old
model when they tnisted theh principal and other signi£icant leaders.
in addition, it should be noted that the school is only one level of a much Iarger
organizationai chart When schools implemented shared decision making, it was an inhouse transformation only. As will be discussed in Chapter 7, this inconpency with
system-wide organization has affected the experience of shared decision making.
SETIlNG THE FOUNDATION
Certauily the process of implementing an innovation as substantial as shared
deasion making can be daunting. Apart £rom gaining acceptance from stakeholders, a
workable model must be deviçed that will produce desired results and that minimizes
hstration. At the same tirne, a school must cany on with its primary duties assoaated
with learning and teadung. If the innovation is to carry on into the future, at least
resembling what was intended at the onset, a willingness to be flexible and
accornmodating seems to be essential.
At both of the schoo1s, the fïrst step in implementing shared deasion making
was to produce a mission statement or what Glickman calls a couetuxnf (1993, p. 24). A
covenant is a statement of core beiiefs and values about leaming and teadung, agreed
upon by ali stakeholders. It is demoaatically derived and becomes "a guide for future
decisiors about school priorities" (ibid.). AccordKig to Sereovanni, an important step
to becoming a purposefd community is to eçtablish core mlues: "The core values whch a
group selects as its own should be so signifiant that they permeate every aspect of the
school organization" (1994a, p. 72). He further argues that shared ideas and a
c o m m i ~ e nto
t virtuous practice, engender professionai and moral authority:
Rofessional and moral authority are substitutes for leadership that cast
principals and teachers together into roles as followers of shared values,
commitments, and ideals. This shared followership binds h e m into a
community of mind (1994b,p. 223).

The covenant initiates communication and becomes a comerstone for shared decision
making.
According to participants, the building of a mission statement was largely a
staff driven endeavour at each school. That is to Say, each staff actively coilaborated
on the design, and the product reflects their views. This level of staff involvement
contrasts greatly with the development of the school motto, mentioned earlier.
Furthermore, participants indicated that the process was a satisfymg experience. Both
schools have their mission statements proudly and visibly displayed. However, at
Suburban High the mission statement had been aeated four years earlier, and there was

some question if it remauis to be a meaningful document to staff members. As one
teacher commenteci. "1s that a living document any longer? Only in times of codict, 1
think." There was no indication that the mission statement at either school, once
completed. had had any effect on the work of school personnel. Therefore, it seems
reasonable to condude that the completed documents articulate the established
traditions and values of the schools, rather than new goals and directions. Nonetheless,
the aeation 0f.a mission statements was cited as an important step in the progression
towards shared decision making.

SHAPE AND FORM
As part of the process of implementing shared decision making, both sdiools
have articulated the form of the innovation in what Glickman refers to as the charter
(1993, p. 29). Although many educators will assoaate this t e m with charter sdtools,
whch have gained considerable attention throughout North America in the last several
years, Glidanan uses the term in a broader sense. The charter becomes a constitution
for deasion making, within the school. It details who will participate in decisions, what
the Ievel of involvement will be, and how deciçions will be made. An examination of
their charters provides much insight into the f o m of shared deasion making at the
participant schools.
Deciçion Making Gmups
As Brown has observed, there is tremendous diversity in the form that shared
decision making has taken (1995, p. 336). However, it is fortunate for this study that
the two models exarnined here, although certainly tailored to meet the spedic needs of
each school, are remarkably similar. Essentially, both schools have a cornmittee
structure, consisting of decision rnaking groups (DMGs) with specific mandates. DMGs
that are common to both sites include Technology, Budget, E x ~ ~ c u l Activities,
a r
and Leaniuig and Teaching. Other DMGs that are not common to both schools indude
Staff Deployment, School Organization, Rofessional Development, and a group that
oversees a Teacher Advisor Rogram. These groups activate and deactivate according
to need. Each DMG has at least one administrator, presumably to represent the
interests of administration M e r than the Learning and Teadùng Group at City High,
which will be discussed in Chapter 8, and the lead groups, all groups are open to staff
participation and they appear to have dear and powerful mandates.
Similarly, both schools have made provisions for ad hoc DMGs to address
emergent issues. At one school, for example, a task force was s h c k to examine the
merits of streaming versus destreamuig. At the other one, a group was established to
M e r evaluate the decision-making model. Both cases dernonstrate that temporary,

task-oriented groups are able to operate within this model, employing the norms
assoaated with the more-pemanent DMGs.
A significant component of the innovation, that contrasts it greatly from the
occasional utiiïzation of advisory coxnmittees in the old model, is that permanent and
ad hoc DMGs actually have the ability to make deàsions within their mandates.
Participants from across this study adcnowledged that DMGs are rnaking the deciçions
in their presaibed areas. A review of available group minutes verified this point.
However, it was also apparent that thiç decision-making power does not predude the
interests of the schools at large. An admhstrator articulated ths point: "A deàsion
making group should only reaect the total staff and the total student body in their
deasions." DMGs, it seems, are diarged with the stewardshp of their mandates.
Repeatedly, there was evidence -through fullstaff meetings, s m e y s , and departmentbased discussions - that DMGs have based their decisions on consultation with the
larger constituency.
It should be noted that some people at Suburban High wodd diçagree that DMG
mernbers represent a larger constituency in their activities. Indeed, their charter
uidicates that DMG members should represent only themselves. However, there is
evidence that teachers at Suburban High do not limit themselves in this way. h is the
case at City High, all departments at Suburban High are encouraged to have
representation on all DMGs. This characteristic implies that departrnent representation
should occur. In fact, it was common for participants at both schools to indicrite that
they belonged to DMGs to guarantee that their departments' concerns were addressed.
With regard to this issue of representation, it is likely more accurate to suggest that
individu& are not solely dependent upon representatives within the DMGs to innuence
decisions, as they have the opportunity to participate direcüy. However, there is a
tendency for DMG mernbers to represent the interests of their departments and other
identifiable groups.

Lead Croups
Aithough shared decision making has involved a decentralization of certain
school deasions, both schools have maintained some sort of a centralized lead group.
At Suburban High, the group, which is simply called the Leadership Group, indudes
d c u l u m leaders, assistant principals, and the principal. At City Hi&, a Management
Group exists which is comprised of one representative from each department, assistant
principals, and the principal. It was, for the most part, the consensus of partiapants
from City High that representatives to the Management Group are generaily not
department curriculum leaders. As one adrmnistrator indicated,
The thtee d e s are: The c u m d u m leader cannot declare that he or she is
the representative, [secondly]the curriculum leader can deade that no

they don't have ürne and they don't want to be on that, and the third
mle is that it has to be the consensus of the department who the
representative is. So nobody cm dedare thernselves or anoint themselves
to being the rep.
Both of the Iead groups are charged with the responsibility of attending to the
everyday tasks associated with the management of a çchool. As an admuiistrator
remarked, the lead group makes the kinds of deasionç t
h"teachers don't r e d y have
the tirne [for] and, for the most part, don't want to be involved in." These groups
typicaliy have made decisions around school policy on smoking, the procedures
associated with student registrationç, and the process by which textbooks would be
collected at the semester's end. Genedy, the lead groups seem to deal with issues that
do not fall within the mandate of any of the other DMGs. In addition, the charters at
both schools suggest that these groups oversee the smooth operation of the entire
decision-makuig model.
It is worth noting that the type of decisions made by these lead groups are
similar to those that were previously made by the administrative c o u n d s of the old
model. Furthemore, in the old model, administrativecouncils were ohen excluded hom
the types of decisiors that now fall within the mandates of the DMGs. Therefore, it
seems that deasion-making authority, through shared decision making, has been
decentralized from the principal to the DMGs.
Shared Decision Making as a Matrix
It is compelling to compare these models of shared deasion m a h g with the
notion of mutnx organization, which has been employed by organizations as far badc as
1959 (Kolodny, 1981, p. 17). Although hstory has shown it to be a delicate
undertaking, likely because it forces employees to affiliate themselves with more than
one huiction or task-oriented group, ths organic structure can d o w organizations to be
flexible and efficient, especially w i t h an environment of change. Furthemore, its
emphasis on team-building can erode the traditional coercive relationships imposed by
dassical management theory.
It was interesting to find, during the interview process of this study, that only
two participants acknowledged, without prompting, that departments stdJ have an
important role in shared decision making. Even their charters fail to recognize that
departments have an influence on decision-making processes. It is likely that the
departments, being the major avenue of representation in the old model, are simply
taken for granted as being a part of school governance. One partiapant, refleding on
her experience with shared decision making, quite aptly stated:
1 would Say that school policies and d e s seem to me to corne from two
directions. One is from the cornmittee structure and the other is from the
department structure . . . . [Ili seems to me that the school seems to think

of people fitting into two places. One of them is a cornmittee . . . . Then,
also, everyone is a mernber of a department, and a d s as a member of a
shared decision makng body, within that department.
this point was drawn to their attention, most participants indicated that
deusions surrounding learning and teaching, which are beyond the individual dassroom,
tend to be made at the department level. For example, departments have made
decisiors pertahing to the coordination of writing portfolios, the setting of subject-area
goals, and how shared resources would be uülized. Furthemore, partiapants indicated
that departments provide a major forum for discussing the activities of the DMGs. The
DMGs, however, tend to focus on school-wide, management-oriented issues. This
rnaûix organizaîion of human resouttes in demonstrated in Figure 2.
Figure 2
Maûîx Organization for Shared Decision Making
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Modified from Business Hmizons, 24 (2). Copyright (1981) by the foundation for the
Sdiool of Business at Indiana University. Used with permission.

As Figure 2 indicates, ma&

organization allows individuals to identify with
more than one interest group within an enterprise. According to Lawrence and Lorsch
(1967), when the various activities perfomed within an organization are highly
differentiated from each other in terms of how tas& are conducted and how the
environment influences them, there is a need for the or,oanization to employ appropriate
measures of integration and conflict resolution for it to be effective (pp 212 -224).
Matrix organization rnay be an appropriate measure in h g h schools because it integrates
teachers from deparhnents and the administration in s m d groups that facilitate
horizontal comunication. In shared deasion making, this means that teachers not only
idenbfy with the interests of their deparûnents, but they also develop ownership for the
work of their DMGs by becoming active participants. As Figure 2 suggests, DMG
membership is drawn from aaoss the departments, providing for a broader perspectwe
on school issues. Furthemore, provided that there is good communication withn the
DMGs and departments, individuals have the opportunity to gain a greater
understanding of the whole organization's activities (Kolodny, 1981, p. 19-21).
According to Kdodny, certain conditions encourage organizations to take on a
ma& structure: Outside pressure to broaden the organization's focus, large quantities
of information that need attention, and increased demands upon resources, particularly
human resources (1981, pp 18-19). These conditions, consistent with the turbulence
recentiy experienced by Q3E schools (as desaibed in Chapter 3), seem to encourage
organizations to adopt the organic rnatrix structure. As Morgan argues:
Matrix organization typically increases the adaptability of organizations
in dealing with their environments, improves coordination between
functional speaalisms, and makes good use of human resources. The
approach also diffuses influence and control, d o w i n g people at the
middle and lower levelç of an organization to make contributions that
might otherwise be denied (1986, p. 59).
CIearly, matrix organization is consistent with shared decision making. Therefore, it
seems wise to take note of the fragility that matrix organizations have hstorically
experienced (Kolodny, 1981, p. 17-18).
Indeed, Peters and Waterman found that Boeing was the only excellent Company
that had been able to sustain a formal matrix organization at the tirne that they wrote In
Search of ExcelImce (1982, pp 306-309). They attribute this finding to the complex
reporting structure on whch it is based. They suggest that organizations need to
rnaintalli a simple, single line of authority if employees are to understand their work
environment. Certainly, these observations challenge the feasibility of shared deàsion
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In examining the emergence of s h e d decision making at the two participant
schools, it is evident that the conceptualization and implementation of such a
signincant undertaking has been a ciifficuit endeavour. Nonetheles, though not without
conflict, both schools have been able to transform their organizations considerably.
Compared to the previous mode1 of decision making, it is evident that the
innovation dearly has the potential to incorporate a broad representation of competing
interests. Having defined a dear set of core values, each school has laid a strong
foundation upon which to build their deaçions. By establishing deasion making groups
with real and meaningful authority, both schools have made an honest attempt to
decentralize the decision-making process. IronicaUy, this decentralization has the
potential to achially bring school personnel closer together. However, the new
organization also threatens to pose new challenges. Certainly, there has been a
dramatic shift in the roles assoaated with school governance.

CHAPTER 5
NEW OPPORTUNITES, NEW ROLES, AND NEW TENSIONS

INTRODUCTION
It is not surprising, given the dramatic reorganization associated with s h e d
decision making, that individuals would find the innovation to require personal
adjustments. Even at Suburban High, where the innovation has been in place for four
years, it is evident that teachers and administrators have needed to reflect on their jobs
and where they fit into their organization. While the innovation has provided new
opportunities for teachers, it haç aiso involved personal tensions for many, as
individual d e s have evolved. Although these growing pains have been difficult for
teachers and for those in leadership positions alike, it is fortunate that both schools
have adopted measures for working through the new challenges that they face.

OPPORTUNITLES FOR TEACHERS
Shared decision making has provided teachers with oppomuiities for personal
growth. Participants in this study noted that teachers have been encouraged to
undertake new roles, exposing them to experiences previously afforded oniy to
admmistrators. Consequently, rnany participants recognized the need for teachers to
acquire new skills and knowledge to support them in these roles. They also recognized
that the dowance for teachers to have a greater impact on school decisions has
enhanced their professionahsm, by Lncreasing the d u e n c e of their judgment. For the
most part, these opportunities weighed tavourably in participants' assesment of the
innovation.

Partitipants of this study spoke well of the new roles available to teachers
Ùirough shared decision making. 'Iheir participation on the DMGs has allowed them to
act as negotiators, facilitators, and department representatives, upon whom colleagues
rely. It was the view of several i n t e ~ e w e e s that
,
shared deaçion making would
provide important exposure to teachers who may be interested in pursuing careers in
administration. And for those who are not interested in becoming administrators, it
would d o w them a chance to further appreciate school-wide issues. An administrator
commented on dus point:
One of the things that is really ositive is that it [shared decision
making] gives people, other J a n the people wiih leadership
designations, an opportunity to be involved. We have some excellent
eople in our systern, not only in our school but in our system, who don't
Eold a particular leadership designation. They may not be a curriculum
leader or whatever. This is a chance for h e m to be involved in the

.

leadership of a school, and 1 tiunk that's wonderhi.
Conversely, consistent with the claims of Keith and Girling (1991), participants
indicated that their schools benefit from the expertise of teachers in decision making.
As many authors have indicated, shared decision making can provide teachers
with opporhinities to develop valuable skills (Flanigan and Gray, 1995, pp 7-10;
Gorton and Snowden, 1993, p. 19; Keith and Girling, 1991, pp 44 - 45; Tranter, 1994, p.
23). These authors warn educators that teachers must be provided with training in
conaict resolution, negotiation, and meeting management, as weii as the skiils and
knowledge associated with school-wide management duties such as budget
development. While formal training has been lacking at both sites - in fact teachers
and administrators both complained that this deficiency has hampered the process many participants did indicate that the practice of shared deasion making has itself
encouraged skiil development. Given that funding for staff development always seems
to be in short supply, and that, as Lieberman has o b s e ~ e d the
, traditional model of
school and system governance can in fact block good teachers hom receiving formal
inservicing (1988, pp 648-649), shared deâsion making may potentially become an
important source of on-the-job training that is necessary for teachers to fulfiii their
professional aspirations.

Rofessionalism
As some authors have observed (Etzioni, 1969, pp v-xvi [Ed's preface];
Griffiths, 1956, p. 113; Louis et al., 1995, p. 12)) the vocation of teachmg has found it
difficult to be granted the sarne status that society bestows upon the traditional
professions. In fact, an older source argues that teachers should be content that they
belong to a semi-profession that ought not to have the level of discretion a£forded to the
hue professions (Etzioni, 1969, p. vii [Ed's preface]). The rationale behind this
argument is that, by the nature of their jobs, teachers have not attained the level of
expertise nor the authority to make independent deasions withn their pradice, let
alone within the larger organization, compared to doctors and lawyers (ibid.).
Roponents of t h s position argue that accountability and control in teaching must be
derived through the centraiization of decision making through traditional administrative
strategies (Shedd and Bacharach, 1991, p. 49). Likely, they would favour policies
associateci with strengthening the old model portrayed in Figure 1of Chapter 4.
Advocates of teacher professionalism suggest that teachers must be empowered
to affect derisions beyond their dassrooms (Keith and Girling, 1991, p. 40; Louis et al.,
1995, p. 25). The argument here is that teacher input is essential for decisions that will
affect the classroom because they are the most capable of assessing the needs of
leamers. The potential for teacher professionalization through shared decision making

was wideIy acknowledged by interviewees. Many teachers suggested that they had

been encouraged to be involved in school-wide decisions through the innovation, and
administrators indicated that teachers now participate in issues that they have
traditiondiy been excluded from, such as: the ailocation of the school budget, staff
deployment, and the organization of the work day. As one teacher remarked: "1 find
that that part is reaUy h d of neat, because three years ago or four years ago 1 never
would have been able to be a part of that, because I'm not a curriculum leader or a
department head." In addition, teachers have had the opporhuuty to participate in the
assessment of çchool performance, through the construction and review of school
improvement plans. Furthemore, several teachers indicated that shared decision
making has helped them to feel more professional. Although they sometimes
complained about the lack of influence of th& individual voices, teacherç seemed
satisfied that as a group they affect decisions.
Whde teachers were c e r t d y supportive of shared decision m h g as an
opporhinity to increase their professionalism, there was a strong suggestion that this
bene& has not been hlly realized. This sentiment is consistent with findings presented
by Louis et ai. (1995, p. 13). Apart from concems expressed over politicd
manipulation in the process (discussed in Chapter 7), many teachers expressed
hstration that the innovation has drawn their focus away £rom the professional
activities associated with teaching their students. While many teachers are encouraged
by the potential benefits of shared deasion making, they are not willing to pursue them
at the cost of th& students' learning.

NEW TENSIONS
Although many positive comments desaibed the opportunities for teachers in
shared decision makmg, they were often qualified with cornplaints of an increase in
their work Ioads. While teachers were certainiy interested in extending their inauence
over schoo2 decisions, in many instances they expressed concem over being distraded
from their teaching responsibilities through the process of shared decision making.
Certainly, both of the schools' models imply that teachers have control over their Ievel
of participation. However, there was much evidence suggesting that teachers h d their
choice to be somewhat limted. For many interviewees, tlus situation has resulted in
increased Ievels of stress and hstration.
The Burden of involvement
Consistent with the findings of many authors (S. Black, 1996, p. 26; Bradley and
Olson, 1993, pp 52-53; Epp, 1993, p. 31; Flanigan and Gray, 1995, p. 6; Keith and
Giriing, 1991, pp 43-44; Tranter, 1994. p. 2% it was evident in this study that s h e d

deasion making has affected how teachers use their tirne. It seems that although the
process is touted as being one that allows for flexibiüty and the efficient use of
resources (Kolodny,1981, pp 19-21; Tranter, 1994. p. 22), partiapants find that in
rnany cases decision making is much more onerous than it was in the old model. Given
that teachen experience systemic limitations on the utilization of their tirne, it is not
surprishg that shared decision making c m potentidy increase the level of stress in
schools.
As one admùustrator pointed out, a reality for schools is that "time is the most
valuable comrnodity that we have . . . ,and ifs also in the shortest supply." Although
participants frequently expressed satisfaction with the decisions that have reçulted
from the process, they also spoke negatively of the amount of their time that it has
absorbed. Reflecting upon his school's experience, the other admliistrator pondered "1
guess the main thùig that everybody talks about with shared decision making is t h e .
That's the big question or the big bugaboo. It takes a long period of time to make a
deasion." In some instances, participants recalled that deasiom around an attendance
policy and the rotation of periods in the day involved eight or more participants for as
rnany as twenty hours of deliberations. For teachers and admuiistrators, the innovation
has meant more meetings and more prepaation.
As S. Conley obsewed in her literature review of the innovation, the fundamentai
organization of schools limits the flexibility that teachers have with their tirne:
"Teadiing loads, idexîble scheddes, and reporting requirements virtually guarantee
that every hour (or minute) of a teacher's day is prearranged" (1991, pp 246-247). For
teachers and administrators, these limitations have meant that meeting early in the
morning, at lunch, and after school has become a daily occurrence. Wherever groups
have been able to squeeze in the time, meetings have occurred. Some partiapants
suggested that their school has reached a "saturation point" for meetings and that staff
members are experiencing mmeetinghtigue." A teacher deçaibed how deliberations can
even continue outside of formai meeting thes:
Even the d o m t h e is more stressful, because you h d yourself taking
about the decisions. So i f s like a continuous process when the door of
the meeting shuts, it doesn't stop. Youfte still constantly t a M g about
the issues. I think that in a lot of schools the staff room is the staff r o m
where you can put up your feet and relax. And that is the exact
opposite of what we have here. When we are in the sta£f rwm, we start
taking about issues [spoken emphasis].

While the deiiberations seem to be engaging, it is evident that shared deàsion making
can become a burden for teachers.

Limitations on Involvement
Glickman suggests that the schools that are most successhil with shared decision

making do "not force people to be involved in decisions that they do not have the tirne,
interest, or energy for. Instead, they ask people to commit themselves to a process of
decision making in which they can choose a level of participation" (1993, pp 29-30).
He recommends this tact because it is consistent with North Amencan democracy
( i d While this principle has dearly been a goal at both schools, it is apparent that
some teachers have experienced pressures that have shaped th& level of involvement.
Administrators seem to have sincerely attempted to impress upon their staffs
that the individual is free to determine his or her role in shared decision making. At
City High, an administrator affirmecl thiç point:
1have emphasized that there is nothing wrong with sayuig "1 don? want
to get involved," or "I'rn too busy. My cornmitment is with my students,"
or "I'rn involved in the yearbook and 1 need to spend my time there."
That's great, nobody is concemed about that.

This latitude is dearly spelled out in that school's charter. The administration at
Suburban High has also attempted to give teachers this right to self-determination.
However, the message has been more subtie. There, the administration has "asked
people, not expeded but asked people, to sit on at least one cornmittee." A memo that
outlines teacher involvement in the 1996-97 extraCUmcular program at Suburban High
echoes this invitation.
Administrators have also attempted to impress upon teachers the consequences
of nonpartiapation:
1guess the other thmg that is positive about shared deâsion making and
this is from my perspective, is that people have the oppominity to
become involved. So nobody can ever Say /WeU I didn't know," or "1
didn't hear," or "1 wasn't consulted." In the whole decision-rnaking
process, everybody has that opportunity to get involved. Whether you
choose that opportunity is entirely up to you. I've had several occasions
where people have been a little vociferous about a decision that w a s
made and chose not to be involved. And, I've had to remind them that
they have had that opportunity and that they can take that opportunity.
And, if they choose not to take that opportunity, then their role is not to
sit badc and bitch at people who d.
That, to me, is a aitical point.

These consequences are also consistent with Glickman's views (ibid.). Choosing
nonpartiapation, however, does not mean that one's interests are ignored. Repeatedly,
participants suggested that DMGs make decisions with consideration for aII of the
school's interests.
Despite the balance of this arrangement, teachers do not necessarily k e l that
they cm control how they will contribute to shared decision making. At both shools,
teachers said that they feel that administration expects them to be involved in the
innovation. In some instances, nonparticipation was regarded as potentially damagmg
to one's career. A teacher highlights this point: "1 salt think that there are pressures.

Although 1wouldn't Say that it's direct pressure to belong, but certainly 1 think that i f s
being evaluated who's on what committee and it's documented." Another indicated
that, in one situation, an administrator told her that resignation from a DMG would
negatively affect her career. Others recalled knowing teachers who womed about being
placed on DMGs if they would not volunteer themselves.
It shodd be noted that a minimal number of teachers in this study suggested that
they would prefer not to contriïute to any DMG. Even those who expressed the most
resistance to shared decision making contribute to at least one DMG. It was apparent
that generdy teachers want to be involved in their schools.
A second limitation for teachers in detennining their involvement in shared
decision making is the logistical problem of achieving deparûnent representation on
each of the DMGs. Fearing that department interests will not be looked after at the
table without the direct representation of their department rnembers, cumiculum leaders
often attempt to orchestrate their personnel so that all of the DMGs are covered.
Lndeed, consistent with the design of matrix organization (discsuçsed in Chapter 4), the
administration at each school has requested that aii departments be represented on aii
of the DMGs- Especidy for srnail departments, but occasionaily with the larger ones,
t h s desire to spread representation has resulted in teachers sitting on committees that
they would not otherwise have chosen. A physical education teacher described this
point:
Our department wanted to spread their people out to al1 of the
committees, because we wanted to know what was going on throughout
the school. And if al1 five of us went to Budget then we would know
nothing about Technolo Extracunicular, [and] Teaching and Leaming.
Ço when you look at
people in your department, someîimes you
might not like an area, but you have to volunteer to take it because no
one else will. I'm on the Technology Cornmittee. I'm not reaily gaining
any professional growth or anytlung out of this committee. 1 am
absolutely in no way gaining anythg out of it.
For the larger departments, it has been more Likely to be the cuninilum leaders who
have had to join DMGs %ecause no one else would volunteer." Nonetheless, there are
clear pressures that affect teacher participation on the DMGs.
On the other side of this situation, teachers may also find that there are a
maximum number of DMGs on which t h 7 can partiapate. The most obvious barrier to
their involvement is lack of tirne. Since there are as many as eight DMGs in a school,
and each of them seems to meet reguiarly, it is unlikely that a teacher would be able to
sit on all of them. h fad,according to the participants of this study, teachers are
generally able to directly contribute to only three. Indeed, in instances where they c a n y
heavy teactiing loads, they may feel lucky to participate on just one group. It seerns
that teachers must weigh their priorities to detennine where they wiU invest their

There are also organizational bamiers that litnit the maximum number of DMGs
on which teachers can participate. Particularly when DMGs schedule meetings at the
same tirne, teachers have found it dificuit to belong to several groups. in some
instances, groups are expeded to regularly meet during the same block of tirne. There
are &O periods in the year when DMGs meet intensively. For instance, the Budget
Group and the Extracurricular Group may meet more often in the spring, to make plans
for the following year. Teachers belonging to both groups may find that they have to
decide "where is my greatest priority? Do 1attend this meeting or half of this meeting
and haif of that meeting?" Such logistical limitations may prove to be fnistrating for
teachers when unfavourable decisions result and it is assurned that they chose
nonparticipation.
Finaily, teachers may experience pressure from peers and administrators not to
participate on multiple DMGs. For instance, one teacher referred to peers who heavily
contribute to shared decision making as being "control breaks." Similar sentiments were
implied by other participants. An administrator acknowledged a negative attitude
among teachers who feel that some of their peers have contributed to DMGs as a means
to further their career interests:
People who are involved in more than one area of decision making can be
viewed as being upwardly mobile and doing al1 those kinds of things.
Some how we should probably address that. You don't want to stifle
those people's enthusiasm, but we've got some people who are involved
in two or three different things. The perception of some of those people
who are sitting back is that why are these people involved, and maybe
they shouldn't be.
Although both cornrnents are decidedly altical of teachers who vigorously partiapate in
the innovation, they are probably accurate observations. Similar to much of the
literature that was presented earlier in this chapter, participants of t h s study have
praised shared decision making for encouraging teachers to take a greater role in school
decisions and for the professional and career opportunities that it provides. Therefore,
it seems counterproductive, and alrnost mean-spirited, for individuals to now criticize
Ùieir p e r s for contributing to the process and for realizing the rewards. Nonetheless,
these pressures Likely do impact teachers as they determine their level of involvement in
the innovation. Since there are factors that appear to set minimum and maximum limits
on the level of teacher involvement in decision making, it is evident that participation
can bring about new conflicts for teachers.

Competing Dernands
It seems ironic that although shared deasion making has been describeci as an
opportunity to increase teacher professionalism (Keith and Girling, 1991; Louis et al.,

1995) and as a potentiai means to bring about significant school improvement
(Glickman, 1993; Ingersoil, 1996; Keith and Girling, 1991; Peterson and Solsrud, 1996;
Shedd and Bacharach 1991; Tranter 1994), some teachers in this study complained that
it actudy distracts them from their teadiing. Thiç finding is consistent with daims
made by Richardson and Sistrunk (1989). Unfortunately, as has been discussed,
shared decision making is highly demanding and teachers have not always perceived
that they are hee to determine their own level of involvement. As a result, some have
found themselves experiencing a professional conflict with the innovation. Nthough
most teaches feel drawn into shared deasion making#some are wary of its impact on
their teaching.
It is evident that even though it may be desirable for teachers to expand their
professional duties through shared decikion making, the demands upon their tune may
be cost prohiitive. Duke et al. argue:
If teadung activities required only a h e d expenditure of time, it would
be possible for teachers to choose to spend time on school decisions
making in addition to other professional adivities. But by its very
na-,
teachixtg is a job in which there is always more that can be done
(1980,p. 95).

Furthemore, the demands of the innovation may be perceived by teachers as a threat to
the performance of their primary duty of teaching students Bradley and Olson, 1993,
p. 53; Guskey and Peterson, 1996, p. 12). These sentiments certainly were evident in
the present researdi. One teacher aptly described the connia that he and some of h s
peers have experienced:
The best research suggests that the most active schools, the most
çuccessful schools, are schools where teachers are deeply committed to
program, deeply involveci in [it], [and] helped to create it - shared
dedsion making. ThaYs one of the anomalies because there is a tension
that pulls you both ways. For you to get deeply involved in that, it pulls
you away from teaching.

Typicdy, teachers dernonstrated that they have experienced this conflict through
rernarks such as:
1think that as a classroom teacher, especially in this school because I'm
teaching [honom] . . ., I'm just flying through SM.
And what 1 care
about, day-to-day, is what Pm teaching in my classroorn. Sometimes, I
could even care less what's going on out there. 1just want you to tell me,
"Okay, we've a l l got to be at school tomorrow, and wefve all go to do
this and this." Just tell me, what the poliaes are, because 1 don? have
time, 1 don? have the flenbility in my schedule. My dedication is to
teaching.
Another indicated: "It's t h e . . . that I could use . . . preparing different ways of
presenting materials to my class, instead of deading on the budget cornmittee whch
department gets x number of dollars." Both administrators expressed concern over thiç

conflict. One stated:
teadllng is a full-time job, it's more than a full-the job. Working with
kids and the time and energy you have to muster is more than a ~~time
job. So if we're going to tie people up, in what I would c d unnecessary
or needless h d s of meetings, then the other side of that is there is going
to be less time and energy to be spent 4 t h kids, which is dearly our
mandate.
Potentidy, this c o f l c t may reach cwiç proportions for teachers already f a h g Limited
systemic support for their work
Especially during tirnes of rapid change, with little support fkom the system at
large, teadiers may h d themselves suambling to meet the many demands in their lives.
While some teaches complained that their partiapation in shared decision maklig can
negatively affect their teaching?others have found that it can enuoach upon their lives
outside of sdiool. The remarks of one teadier describe how she coped with shared
decisionmaking, during the impiementation of a new cmiculum:
1just lengthened my day. Those kuids of things had to occur during the
school day, because that is when people could meet. The number of
times that I went home late last year was very high. I am not a person
that can easily take work home. 1 do not have any teduiology at home.
And, 1 have two chifdren, and Pm a single mom. When I corne home, my
mother leaves, and 1 take over. Basically 1am looking after my diildren.
1am paying attention to thern and helping them get their homework done,
and getting them to bed. I do that kom the moment that I get home. 1
could go home eariier, 1 guess, and do some of that, and do it after they
go to bed, but 1 would be too short of sleep then.

It is little wonder that teachers are concemed that shared detision making may
significantly txansform their job description. ClearlyI schools must make provisions to
guard against the excessive demands upon personnel that can result hom the
innovation.
SUPPORTING THE INNOVATION
It is apparent that by undertaking shared deasion making, school personnel are
cornmithg themselves to a dramatic reorganization of d e s and responsibîhties. If the
benefits of the innovation are going to be greater than the costs, sbategies must be
implemented that wili accommodate the needs of participants. In this study, schools
are hding ways to make it easier for uidividuals to participate. Perhaps consistent
with the tenor of shared decision making, leaders are findsng themselves supporting the
efforts of teachers.

Finding Time for Meetings
At both schools, the most obvious strategy for accommodating the demands

placed upon teachers, through this innovation, has been the establishment of a common
meeting time for teachers and administrators in the timetable. According to Tranter
(1994, p. 25), t h s provision is a must. It is evident that reserving blocks of tirne for
meetings by lengthening periods and reorganizing the school week does not actually
inmase the quantity of time available to teachers. However, routinizing meeting time
into the school's timetable does aliow time to be set aside that is not subject to
competing demands from other responçibdities. Especially for teachers who carry
heavy extracurridar responsibilities, such as those who are involved in drarna or who
coach teams, it has enabled h e m to participate more effectively in the process.
Although the allocation of common meeting tune in the schedule may also place
limitations upon the number of DMGs that teachers can belong to, because groups meet
at the same time, this measure received tremendous praise from teachers and
administrators alike. Furthermore, since the sirategy was conceived and implemented
through shared decision making, it seems to have provided participants with confidence
in the innovation. The provision for a c o r n o n meeting tirne has provided tremendous
support to shared decision making.

Support h m Leadership
It was encouraging to hear the tevel of concern for teachers expressed by the
administrators and other leaders i n t e ~ e w e din this research. Apart from their
confidence in the professional capaaty of their staffs, leaders' comments suggested a
sincere interest in the personal well being of teachers. When confronted with the
question of excessive demands upon teachers, resulting hom shared deasion making,
they often indicated their awareness of the issues and described measures to combat
the problems. The tone of these interviews suggested that school leaders truiy wish to
help teachers to maice the innovation work. As one administrator remarked, 'The last
thing that you want to do is wear out good people. That's the absolute last thing."
Literature on shared decision making gves much advice to those who are in
leadership positions. Leaders are advised to define and communicate a school vision,
demonstrate democratic prinaples in visible ways, endeavour to build trust, coordinate
personnel, and to provide opportunities for sta££ development (Keith and Girling, 1991,
pp 67-80; Peterson and Çolsrud, 1996, pp 110-111; Shedd and Badiarach, 1991, pp
149-150; Tranter, 1994, pp 23-25). What is noticeably absent from these
recommendations is simply that, other than providing a leading role, leaders need to
take on a supportive role in their work with teachers. This consideration was dearly
articulated by interviewees.
Several leaders made comments simdar to the rem& of one curriculum leader
who said: "If ifs such that teachers are carrying a heavy teaching load, 1see my role as

Iightening their load as much as 1c m , or facilitating whatever it is that their doing, in
any way that 1 cm." Some may argue that the initiative to support teachers is not
necessarily a sentiment that is unique to shared decision making. However, other
leaders were much more precise in definhg the form that their support should take in
this innovation. One administrator clearly articulated the supportive role that some
leaders are taking:
1 aiso think that because teachers are so busy with their primary function
of teaching and leaming, that we need somebody on committee, not
necessarily who chairs the committee, but brings forth information, that
organizes, that is responsible for communication. 1 thnk that, as
administrators, sometimes I see myself as a faditator, not unlike
facilitating in the classroom. 1 have time and 1 am paid to do
administrative work
It seems that teachers have experienced some of their greatest fnistration with shared
decision making when it has entailed them taking on administrative tasks, rather than
just partiapating in decision making. One teacher highlighted this point:
What we were realiy stuck with was the, not the deasions, but the nittygriîty running of things. 111 give you an example. 1was part of the extracurricular committee. . . . What it meant was that anybody who had to
take that on had to do a whole lot of tedious work, in t e m s of making
sure that schedules were posted, making sure that teachers were signing
up, minutes were recorded and they were documented, and meetings
were arranged, and so there were an awful lot of time-consunzing tasks to
be done that had very little to do with actudiy making decisions. The
meetings that we had, 1 guess we did iron out a policy that was
satisfactory. 1question that we needed to take the tirne that we took to
get to that point. But again, 1 felt that r e d y what we were doing was
0 t h work. It really had nothing to do with the decisions [spoken
emphasis1.

In the case of the teacher profiled above, she ais0 recalled f e e h g discomfort when she
had been expected to police other teachers to make sure that they were fulfilhg their
exhcUmcular duties.
The argument raised here is, although shared decision making entails school
administrators sharing power with teachers through their inclusion in sigruficant school
deciçions, it does not need to mean that teachers should also share in the duties and
tasks associated with administration. The recomrnendation implied by the cormnents
of many participants is that the d e of the teacher in the innovation shodd be timited,
as much as is possible, to the actual process of decision making. Teacheis, according
to this position, should be freed from what participants called the leg work.
There are, perhaps, two qualifications that should be placed on this advice.
First, schools should be careful not to limit the role of the teacher in the process so that
he or she is unable to contribute in a meaningful and knowledgeable way. As is

discuççed in Chapter 7, teachers can effectively be exduded £rom deasions if their role
is reduced to that of simply ratifying deasions that are already made. Secondly, the
intention behind this advice is not to suggest that teachers are exempt of responsibilities
in the implementation of resolutions. The stategy is to £ree them £romthe supportive
tasks that allow deasions to be executed. However, teachers would certainiy need to
implement deasions where it is within their regular duties and responsibilities.
Teachers are expeded to comply with the deasiow of the DMGs in this innovation.
Ciearly, there are measures that can be set in place to help to meet the diallengeç
posed by shared decision making. In many instances, partiapantç adcnowledged the
necessity to streamline their organization. There seems to be much to be gained by
teachers and administratorsworking together as a d
g comunity.

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 5
It is evident that the costs and benefits associated with shared deasion making
have meant that sdiools have had to adjust to new realities. The innovation has been
positive, in that it has provided teachers with opportunities to become more
knowledgeable of the organization of their schools and of the school system. This
exposure may become invaluable for teachers who are interested in becomuig involved
in school administration. The innovation also may help to professionalize the field of
teaching, by giving practitioners greater control over their environment.
In contrast, it has been argued that shared decision makùig c m potentially
interfere with the other responsÏbilities of teachers. It is ironic that an innovation which
promises to increase professionalism can actually distract teachers kom their duties
associated with learning and teaching. Given this tkeat, and the potential of
encroachment upon their personal lives, it is little wonder that some teachers have
found themselves enduring a professional c o f i c t over the potential costs and benefits
associated with shared decision making. While both schools have attempted to give
teachers control over their level of involvement, it is evident that perceived pressure
bom others and logistical limitations have interfered with this &ce.
It was promising to see the willingness of teachers and administrators to work
with one another to overcorne the challenges involved in thiç innovation. Both schools
are attempting to streamline their organization, to minimize h s b a t i o n and rnaxhize
teacher effectiveness. In addition, many leaders are finding themselves in supportive
d e s that enable teachers to partiapate in deasion making, free of excessive demands.
The innovation has required teachers and admùustrators to forge new reiationships
with one another.

CHAPTER 6
INTERACITON AND RELATIONSHE'S: THE HUMAN ELEMENT
INTRODUCrION
It has been argued that the undertaking of shared decision making has rnarked a
signifiant shift in the organization of two Calgary schools, and perhaps the entire
Calgary Board of Education. Traditionally, school governance has been highly
infiuenced by classical management theory. Characteristic of its Industrial Revolution
roots, the bureaucratic organization of public education has been built upon the same
sort of logic that is used in designing machines. Borrowing nom the writings of Max
Weber, Morgan contends that bureaucratic organization "emphasizespression, speed,
darity, regularity, reliability, and efficiency achieved through the aeation of a fixed
division of tasks, hierarchical supervision, and detailed d e s and reguiations" (1986,
pp 2425). It is apparent that thiç type of organization would likely influence how
sdiool personnel interact with one another and the relationships that they form.
W i t h the metaphor of organizations as madiines, workers are regarded merely as
standardized, mechanical parts (ibid. p. 20).
Schools that have adopted shared deasion m h g , however, seem to value
individual contributions. Although teachers may find that theV interactions ladi the
simplicity and regularity characteristic of the traditional hierarchy, the innovation
appears to promote an open environment for discourse, where individuals are
encouraged to contribute through healthy and positive relationships. While their
expenenceç have not been without problems, there seems to be real potential for the
promotion of a collegial spirit among caring profeçsionals.
COMMUNICATION
At k s t glance, there seems to be a conflict around the perceived impact that
shared deàsion making has had on communication within schools. Both sites have
conducted their own reviews of the innovation, by taking an inventory of perceptions,
and the results reveal that some participants believe that the innovation has enhanced
communication while others feel that communication has been obstnicted. Upon further
consideration of these findings, and through the analysis of the interviews condudeci
for this study, three issues are apparent in this topic. First, participants generally feel
that the innovation haç reduced their isolation, allowing them to gain a greater
appreaation for the circumstances of their colleagues. Secondly, teachers feel that they
have a better understanding of deâsions in which they have actively participated.
Conversely, they seem less knowledgeable about deasions that have been made by
others on their behalf. Thirdly, the implementation of matrix organization has

significantly altered the traditional iines of communication, which has resulted in sorne
confusion for teachers who are not aware of the intricacies of the model. As a result,
many teachers feel that they know a lot more about their colleagues and the concerns
£rom around the building than they did in the old model. However, they do not dways
know how to navigate the new model to get information that they need. Therefore, it is
perceived that s h e d deasion making has helped communication at the same time that
it has hurt it.

Reducing Isolation
As Lortie notes, the physicai configuration of schools and the d a t i v e freedom
that teachers experience in their classrooms tends to promote isolation within teadiing
(1969, p. 9). Ln Chapter 4 it was suggested that the deparûnentalkation of h g h schools
is consistent with the coercive organization associated with dassical management
theory . In that tradition, workers are prevented Erom understanding the whole
organization by the herarchicai reporüng structure, as communication travelç almg the
h e s of authority (Adler and Borys, 1996, pp 72-74). Knowledge of the big pidure is
within the dominion of management, and workers are dependent upon thair judgment
(ibid.). The reorganization of shared deasion making seems to reduce the isolation
irnposed by traditional management structures (Keith and Girling, 1991, pp 137-138;
Schlechty, 1990, p. 50; Shedd and Bacharach, 1991, p. 60).
According to Adler and Borys, a characteristic of organizations that are
designed to enable employees is global transparency (1996, pp 72-74). That is,
employees are encouraged to gain insight into the activities of the organization, outside
of their immediate work environment.
Workers' understanding of the entire process is considered a vduable
resource both in their efforts to optimize the performance of the part for
which thev are directIv resvonsible and in their contributions to
identifYinilocal and sy;te&de
[sic.] opportunities for irnprovement
(ibid-1.
It has been the experienca at both schools that shared decision making has reduced
teacher isolation by providing global trançparency through increased teacher interaction.
Particularly in departments where there is a diversity of subjects taught - such
as Career and Technologp Studies and Fine Arts - and dso in departments where
there does not appear to be a great deal of coheçion or identity, teachers indicated their
appreaation for the adult contact that shared decision making has provided. As one
teacher remarked, "1 could easily spend a month and never see an adult in my day-today teacbg." For these teachers, having the opportunity to speak with colleagues on
school issues reminds them that they do have a network of support available to hem.
For departmentç that do have a great deal of cohesion, teachers recogruzed that

they have a tendency to become preoccupied with their own interests, ignoring the larger
issues that affect the entire school. One teacher observed that overdepartmentalization may cause departments to '%corne really in-grown and it could
r e d y get kind of bitchy." A second one speculated that in this type of department
there is little desire to reduce isolation: "If 1walked into a deparhnent, 1would feel like
a stranger. People look at you like, 'Oh, what are you doing here?' It's not, 'Oh, nice to
see you,' it's 'What are you doing here?' It's not an open spirit." Shared deasion
making is perceived to be a means to improve this situation.
Throughout this investigation, participants appreciated that shared decision
making had reduced isolation. The comments of one teacher were typicd:
1 wouid Say that it has helped in a couple of ways in that I am more
involved with the staff. They know me, they know who 1am, they see
me at a meeting. You're not just talking about kids and problems. You're
tallcing about other issues, which 1think is good in a lot of ways. You're
looking at things that are happening in the school, more so than just yoitown Little circle. You get into your room, your own kids, your own
whatever. 1think that ifs good because this school needed that
Furthermore, consistent with much of the literature on shared decision making (Epp,
1993; Lawler, 1986; Shedd and Bacharach, 1991), teachers feel that the innovation h a
aiiowed them to come to understand the different circumstances of their colleagues:
It's very much made me feel more aware of what's going on at this
school. Like something may work very nicely d o m in the basement but it
might be r e d y inconvenient to the teachers that are upstairs. And I
think that is really important because of the set-up of Our school
physically, like we really don't meet in the staff rmm. And when you
have shared decision making, you taik across the culture and across the
school.
Shared decision making has evidently brought coileagues together.
From the perspective of school administration, the innovation has allowed
principals and assistant prinapais to forge doser ties with teachers. Kolodny observes
that matrix organization d o w s empioyees to have far more horizontal than vertical
contact with management (1981, p. 19). For management, this means that the flow of
"information is good because it cornes through fewer levels of hierarchy, fewer fi3ters to
absorb and distort relevant information. . ." (ibid.). For sdiool administrators, thzs
structure means that they are able to gain an appreciation of the real circumstances
around the school, directly from teachers (Schlechty, 1990). An adminishator reflected
upon the increased interaction that shared decision making has facilitated
I've always felt that it has allowed me to sit around a table with people
and openly exchange ideas and talk about processes and talk about
where people are at, listen to people. And 1think that tiy doing that, by
sitting back and having your ears open, i f s a really good forum to hear
what people are saying about what is going on around the school, and

Unlike in the old model, where information was Htered through curriculum leaders or
department heads, shared decision making seems to ailow mu& of the communication
to be face-to-face and personal.

organization d o w s
Kolodny also o b s e ~ e sthat communication in ma&
d e ~ s i o n to
s be made "in concert with those most in control of the relevant information,
rnost capable of transmitting h e m with a minimum of distortion, and most responsible
for making h e m happen" (1951,p. 21). In partiapative management, thiç means that
comprehensive decisions c m be coordinated effectiveiy throughout an organization
(Lawler, 1986, p. 37). For schools undertaking shared decision making, teachers are
provided with insight into the actual balance of demands that produce decisions.
Where teachen are highly involved in decision making they understand the outcornes
and gain an appreaation for the work of the decision makers. This result may reduce
conflicts arnong personnel (Ingersoll, 1996).
Teachers in this study expressed ihat they had gained a great deal of knowledge
about the many demands that affect school-wide deasiow. Reflecting upon a deasion
regarding a change to the school tirnetable, one teacher recalled:
What we had to do was meet the needs of the Phys. Ed. Program. The
Work Expenence Program was the hardest one to work around because
they needed aftemoon blodcs - the kids that are working, all the kidJs
that are nineteen and have jobs. That was a major concern. And we
didn't just look at the teachers. We looked at all of the students and
what they needed.
Furthermore, there was a sense that teachers are less likely to feel angry about decisions
when they t d y understand how they are formulated. An admintstrator cornmented on
his experiences with the Budget Group:
Just knowirig what is going on in the school is really a benefit. So people
can sit back and say, "Weil yes, the budget process is fair." It is,
everybody is getting what they wanted. It's been spread out. It's not as
if it's a bottornless pit there, and çomebody is divvying it according to
whether they like you or they dislike you.
Several teachers concurred with this assessment. One said:
1 r e d y lilce the fa& that however many wish to be involved [in the
Budget Group] can be involved, because I think that it gets rid of that
idea that "1 just got rooked somewhere. Somebody took rny money and
left." And a real understandhg of that process, which 1 think has
always been mysterious to most people, espeaally now with the scaraty
of money. But, I thmk that gives a sense of shared ownership over
something that is happening. Which, 1 think is positive because it makes
people feel better. They're less angr),.

Whiie individuals rnay not necessarily be happy with ail deasions, many participants

indicated that they are satisfied that their interests are represented.
Particularly in deasions where extensive measures have been taken to broaden
the base of input, teachers seem to have a good understanding of deasions that have
resulted from the model. When the tirnetable was changed at one of the schools, for
instance, input from stakeholders was sought outside of the School Organization DMG
through surveys to staff and students and consultation with the School Council. In
interviews for this study, that decision was arnong the most celebrated products of
shared decision making. Often teachers expressed th& support for the decision. And
those who do not support it, demonstrated that they thoroughly understand the
outcome.
At the other school, a highly acknowledged produd of shared deasion making
was the school's irnprovement plan. To develop that document, dl teachers and
administratorç participateci in large and smali groups to detennine gods and strategies
for improvement. Although not everyone is in agreement with the produd, they
certainly are aware of it. For several partiapants, it has allowed them to see where
they can contribute to broad organizational goals. One participant stated:
1know for myself, looking at individual plans and what I iry to do on a
year-to-year basis, looking at how 1fit into the big pichrre, ifs made me
sit and reflect and organize some of my thinking around plans and
initiatives and what 1can do to make me a better person in the school.
The school has extended this initiative by having departments and individuals build
plans that demonstrate congruency with school goals. Although teachers may not agree
with this process, there seems to be a great deal of knowledge in the school about what
the& common gods are.
Unfortunately, teachers are not always knowledgeable about the decisions that
have been made in shared decision making. The reader will recall from Chapter 4 that
DMGs make decisions that are representative of the larger constituency. However, due
to logistical limitations, the strategies that they employ to secure this representation can
vary h m group to group. Furthemore, teachers who are new to the model in particular
may not thoroughly understand how it works. As a result, teadiers are sometimes
unaware of important decisions that are being made in their çchools.

Navigating the Mode1
Despite the apparent benefits to communication that shared deasion making
seems to facilitate, there are also new problems that have emerged from h s structure.
It has been noted that Peters and Waterrnan are critical of matrix organization because
it complicates governance (1982). Given the dramatic reorganization of traditionai
communication lines that accompany shared decision making, it is not surprising that
many teachers find it difficult to stay informed about decisions in their schools.

Furthermore, some seem to be relatively unaware of the intricacies of theh school's
daon-making model, particularly those who are new to it.
W e teachers certajnly feel that they are more infonned about deasions in
whch they participate diredy, either through their membership on DMGs or çchoolwide consultation, thqr cornplain that they are d o r n i e d when DMGs make decisions
on thrir behalf, with minimal dialogue. Where DMGs decide not to pursue exceptional
measure to enter into discourse with the school at large, presumably because of
logistical limitations, they rely upon theu members to discuss group activities in
department meetings. It seems that this strategy can resuit in teachers receiving a
limited or distorted view of initiatives. A subject-area curriculum leader contemplated
the difficulties that result from this representative process:
The success of the . . .s h e d decision making mode1 is going to be based
on communication. And that's conununication, not only from the
standpoint of mernbers being able to attend the meetings, and then king
able to carry that information back to the departments, but d s o being
there and participahg so that the* understanding is of what was said
and whzt the tenor of the meeting was, as opposed to what you can read
in a set of minutes, which is sornebody else's interpretation of what was
important in that meeting. To me that makes the process r e d y difficult
when you have as many groups as you do.
As it has been discussed, teachers feel that they have increased their understanding of
the cirmmstances of colleagues in other departments because of effective
communication in the DMGs. However, the reverse does not always seem to occur.
That is, communication about DMG activities are not always effeciively communicated
in the departments. It seems Iikely that teachers are more focused on the circumstances
of their departments, than they are on the activities of their DMGs. Perhaps they are
not aware of the critical role that they fulfill for their colleagues, acting as
representatives to these groups.
CertainIy, the reliance on representative participation in communication was a
charaderistic of the oId mode1 of deciçion making, as department heads represented the
interests of th& departments. However, there were well defined lines through which
information flowed, as department heads were expected to cornmunicate both up and
down the herarchy. As Figure 1in Chapter 4 dustratesr information traveled dong the
lines of command. However, in the rnatrix organization of shared decision making,
departments have many different representatives to the various DMGs,and there are
many h e s of communication. Consequenüy, some teachers who are consumed by their
teaching responsibilities find it dif£icult to determine where to seek information. A
second subject-area curriculum leader comrnented on his frustration:
1 guess, one sort of negative thing, perhaps in the department, is that
since 1am no longer aware of everythg that is happening in the school,
not that 1ever was, but 1don3 have access to be aware of everything in

the school because 1 have a s m d e r role. Because 1am just supposed to
be a cumculum leader ïnstead of a department head, it makes things
tough on me and other rnembers of the department because they still
expect me to be the department head.
As this curriculum leader desaibes, when teachers are uncertain about the new model,

they seem to rely upon the traditional iines of communication. Unfortunately, these
lines may no longer be active.
Indeed, some teachers complained that they do not understand what the new
lines of communication are. In one instance, a representative to a DMG was asked to
raise a question on behalf of her deparûnent. She r e d e d :
1 go there, and I'm told that this is not the place to bruig it. In the badc of
my mind 1thought, okay, ifs not the place to bring this. But on the other
hand, it's not just me asking the question. I'm representing my
department. And, they've asked me to ask it, and so of course I've
asked it.
Clearly, there is a proportion of teachers who find shared decision making to be
unmanageable.
It was interesting to hear from teachers the different, and ofteri inaccurate,
interpretations that they have of their decision making model. For instance, at each
school there were many views on who ultimately makes deasions. Some said they must
ail go to a staff vote, others believe that the lead groups deade, and still others
indicated that the final word rests with the school administration. WMe some
observers may argue that these interpretations refled perceptions about political power
in the process (which is discussed in Chapter 7), it does seem reaçonable to speculate
that these teachers really do not understand the model. In fact, teachers often made
blatant mistalces about the configuration, mandates, and membership of the DMGs,
even ones of which they themselves are members. It was also common for teachen to
simply admit that they do not know what groups exist and where speafic decisions are
made. Given the confusion that some teachers seem to experience, it is little wonder
that the communication of DMG adivities is hampered at the department level.
It should be noted, it was evident that this confusion was particularly prevalent
arnong teachers who are new to the model. Therefore, it is not surprising that there
seemed to be more of a problem at City High, where shared decision making was
irnplemented just a year prior to this investigation. This issue suggest that the problem
should subside somewhat with the passage of t h e . However, it was apparent that
DMGs at both schools sometirnes seem to have difficulty communicatïng with the larger

To combat this problem, both schools have purçued several comrnon strategies.
Certainly, directly addressing ail staff members, through surveys and school-wide
meetings, seems to have achieved some success. Both schools have also attempted to

coordinate the efforts of DMGs through their lead groups and the administration.
While there is apparently concem among some individuais, as is discussed in Chapter
7, that access to and control of this information flow rnay place an important source of
power into the hands of those with leadership designations, this measure does seem to
have helped. As a third strategy, DMGs have endeavored to inform school personnel of
the& activities thmugh memos and minutes. This measure has also experîenced &ed
success. While the information is available, and some participants said that they do
access it, several Kidicated that they and their colleagues do not. An administrator
complained about this issue:
We have gotten to the point of giving everybody a set of minutes for our
meetings. And when you stand in the mail room and watch people
throw them into the basket without having read hem, you start to
wonder if this is worthwh.de. How many forests have we k i k i ?
Clearly, staff co~~ll~lunication
with the DMGs continues to be a source of hstration for
many individu&.
An additional strategy that was employed at Suburban High was an attempt to
make the mode1 more manageable by reducing the number of DMGs. When the
communication problem became apparent to the school, through their self~vaiuationin
1995, they reduced the number of offiaal standing DMGs from eight to four, not
counting the lead group and the Leaming and Teaching DMG. At City High, there are
currently eight DMGs. Unfortunately, this skategy also has experienced mixed success.
Whde on the surface the mode1 appears to have been simplified, many of the groups
that were removed still operate and are considered to be legitimate DMGs. Even though
they are not recognized in the school's charter, these groups continue to make important
school decisions that require communication with the iarger constituency. It is apparent
that the communication problems that can emerge hom maûix organization are not
easily solved.
Shared decision making appears to have a paradoxicd effect on communication.
While it seems to reduce the isolation that many teachers experience and d o m them to
thoroughly understand deâsions in which they have had high involvement, the
decentralization of conununication lines can confuse the flow of information between
individuds and decision makers. Efforts to aileviate the challenges have achieved some
success ai each of the schools. However, comxnunication still seerns to frustrate those
who are involved. Although the openness of the innovation potentially allows
uidwiduals to acquire a keener awareness of issues, it also seems to requke them to
expend their energy to become informed and to contrihie as effective participants. In
addition to the measures taken to improve communication, it seems apparent that much
attention should be given to the internad dynamics of the DMGs if they are to operate in
a way that is effective and fulfilling for all.

EFFECTIVE DMG QUALITLES
In analyzing the interview tramcripts, a nurnber of themes emerge that provide
insight into the inner workings of DMGs. They highlight the presence of certain qualities
in groups assoaated with their effectiveness and participant satisfaction. Speafically,
findings suggest that DMGs respond favourably when their activities are action
oriented, teacher participation is meaningful, they nurture positive relationships, and
when current research is consuited.
An Orientation for Action
Consistent with the h d i n g s of Hackman and Lawler (19ïl) in their classic job
enrichment study, in the present investigation participants often reported feehg greater
satisfaction with DMG activities when there had been a clearly defined task to be
accomplished and when discernible progress had been made. Reflecting upon his
experiences in the Extracurricular Group, one teacher remarked:
It certainly had parameters set, certain definitions [were] thmst upon us.
But, from there we pretty much made our own decisions. And it felt like
1 was building somethg, like 1was a participant in building something
there . . . . It was a reai attempt to make deasions to solve a problem in
our school. And, it was a real problem.

When participants were unable to see that their DMG was progressing, they typically
expressed hstration: "I'm sure that's why people wouid get frustrated. They want to
see action, they want to see things happen. If ifs going to work, let's do it." Indeed,
severai teachers indicated that when progress is sûfied, they are motivated to withdraw
their participation from DMGs. An administrator recognized this issue: "1 believe that
there is a balance where somebody will invest a certain amount of tirne and then beyond
that they will say 'Forget it, let somebody else make the decision.'" If teachers are
going to invest their tirne in shared decision making, they expect to see discemible
resdts.

Meaningful Involvement as a Motivator
Several authors argue that shared deasion m a h g cari have a positive impact on
the motivation of participants (Duke et al., 1980, pp 98-99; Epp, 1993, p. 31; Lawler,
1986, pp 28-32). In the present study, it is evident that involvement in decisions must
be meaningfd for motivation benefits to be realized. When teahers perceived that they
had had a real impact on decisions, they articulated a remarkable ievel of comrniûnent.
Even those participants who clairned to be reluctant about shared decision making,
indicated that they felt passion about issues when they knew that the outcome of
debates would be sig-ruficant. Consistent with with the h d i n g s of Blase and Roberts

(1994, p. 85), partiapants indicated that they have decidedly negative feelings when
they believe that the impact of their participation is trivial or that they have been
manipulated.

Positive Rehtionships Built on Trust
Perhaps the core element required to nurture productive, professional
reIationships within schooIs is coliegial trust (Blase and Blase, 1994, pp 21-22). Indeed,
many teachers commented that trust is essential to this innovation. They indicated
that, for people to debate passionately and openly with coiieagues and administratorç,
they must feel that the environment is safe and that others wili be open to disagreement.
GIickman recommends that an environment should prevail where partiapants are
"willing to move beyond the soaal facade of communication to dïscuss conflicting ideas
and issues with candour, sensitivity and respect" (1993, pp 22-23). Commenting on
the necessity for irust and understanding, a teacher reflected on the value of dissenting
voices: 'The advantage of that type of person is that they make you stop and Say 'do
we need to do this?, why do we do this?"' In addition, participants suggested that an
atmosphere of trust c m facilitate the resolution of personal conflicts within DMGs.
Severai teachers recalled separate inadents, where individuals ended up shouting at
each other, yet they regarded these moments as being positive:
When 1first came here, 1 had two staff rnembers who, when 1joined the
Extracurricular Cornmittee, practicdy hit each other one day. On a
Friday rnorning at eight o'clock in the rnorning E don't h o w how you
could be that much awake. They were just out of their chairs. 1 went,
"Holy smokes, guys split. Let's be calrn here." Oh, it was close . . . it
was like claws. And I thought, wow man. But that was good, because
they never got that mad again. 1 thought, weii you've said your piece
and you've heard. But, some of that is usefd because it gives you a
place to be.
Some authors concur that such confiict c m have a long-term, positive effed on an
organization (Blase and Blase, 1994, p. 25; Bolman and Deai, 1994, p. 83; Weiss and
Cambone, 1994, pp 294-295). "Indeed, conflict is not necessariiy a negative force; it
can be be an opportunity for both growth and mutual support among professionals who
most often work in isolation" (Blase and Blase, 1994, p. 25). Furthermore, Weiss and
Carnbone found that shared deasion making provides a f o m for disagreements to be
discussed before they escaiate into destructive problems (1994, pp 294-295).
Ln this study, it was apparent that shared deasion making c m actually improve
the level of trust among teachers and administrators. Many participants commented
that the innovation has allowed them to understand and appreaate their colleagues
more. The comments of one teacher were typical:
Ifs also given me a great deal more awareness of where other people are
at in their careers. . . . Even an understanding that someone who is the

sarne age as myself on the staff is at a different stage in their career.
When we are in groups and you tdk to those people you reaüze that you
make assumptions about that person's Me that they must have the same
general feelings etcetera.
Administrators also indicated that the innovation has dowed them to improve their
relationships with others. One remarked:
You know, working on the awards cornmittee for the last four years or
so, 1 mean as a group 1think that we have reaüy coalesced and bonded
together and appreaated the work that each of us does in the school. 1
think that it has irnpacted me by relationships, building trust and
relationships with staff and those kinds of people that 1 have been
workingwitk
Uearly, an orientation towards building positive relationships arnong colleagues is
beneficial in shared deasion making.

The Utilization of Educatiod Research
It has been argued that too often school decisions are made in ignorance of
educational iiterature and are "reduced to what some people like versus what other
people like" (Glickman, 1993, p. 59). According to Weiss, shared decision making
" c m be the place where good information - from research, national reports, journals,
others' experience, their own experience, and sound reasoning - can be applied to
issues at hand" (1993, p. 88, 1993). Unfortunatefy, her research indicates that the
innovation rarely results in the increased utilization of educational literature (ibid. pp
8889). In the investigation undertaken here, it was not possible to determine how often
research is considered in the process of rnaking decisions. However, the comments of
severd participants suggest that they feel that it is important to connect the activities
that occur in schools to the knowledge that has been gained through research.
Furthennore, they seemed confident that decisions were good ones when there had been
consultation with educational literature. Examples of such decisions were: strearning
versus destreaming, the use of portfolios, strategic planning, and a policy on student
attendance. In addition, there was an expression of discomfort when participants
perceived that consultation with research had been inadequate. One teacher argued:
There is literature abound, 1would Say, on these dungs. And often times,
1 would say, that it's a re-creation of everything- . . - 1think that if we are
going to make professional dedsions, then we better make them with
research and literature about, "This is how i f s been done at other
schools," and so on. 1 think that it la& that expertise because they
don't have the tirne, or they don? take the tirne.
There seemed little doubt among participants that decisions should be made with an
awareness of current research. Along with the other points, this quality seems to enable
group members to interact effectivelyto çolve problerns.

DMG STUMBLING BLOCKS
Unfortunately, a number of quaüties were also apparent that seem to hinder the
operation of DMGs. While participants rnay enter into these groups with the best of
intentions, arcumstances can stifle progress and h s t r a t e group members. The
activities of DMGs are apparently hampered when group direction is undear, there is a
reiiance on speàalized knowledge, and when there is distrust and cynicisrn arnong
group members.

Confused Direction
In this investigation, many participants expresçed fnistration with the activities
of DMGs where they felt that proceedings lacked direction. A typical comment waç: "1
think you sometimes tend to spin your wheels with some issues, where ifs like . . . if
some decisions need to be made, let's just make them without goïng through thiç great
big process. "
According to Kolodny, the restructuring asçociated with matrix organization
requires a rethinking of leadership roles (1981, pp 21-23). It has been suggested of
shared decision making that as new leaders step into their emerging roles, they must
leam the skills necessary to facilitate decision making (Ranigan and Gray, 1995, pp 710; Gorton and Snowden, 1993, p. 19; Keith and Girling, 1991, pp 44 - 45; Tranter,
1994, p. 23). Conversely, those people who hold traditional leadership roles must leam
to become supportive of the new decision making bodies (Kolodny, 1981). In the
present study, partiapants sometimes complained that faàlitators ladced the necessary
skills to effectively guide DMG activities. One teacher's remarks were commonly
expressed:
Because of the time factor, the effective use of meeting t h e is imperative.
Pm giving up an hour of my t h e and I'm finding, more times than not,
we digress from the topic. . . . [Tlhat person needs a SMto be a
faglitator. Some people are crass and abrasive, when you step in. And
there is a skill there. It shouldn't be by accident that someone's good so
it xuns well, or someone doesn't perform this function very well and,
therefore, ifs chaos.

Indeed, a few participants indicated that some DMG meetings seem to have no dear
leader. It is unfortunate that neither school has been able to offer formal training to
On the other side of the issue, participants' comments suggest that sometimes
there are too many leaders in the DMGs. Since there may be several curriculum leaders
and administrators participating in each DMG, sometimes groups h d themselves with
two or more individuals attempting to facilitate their activities. As a result, as one
teacher remarked, "Everybody is just noundering around, ûymg to get things done."

Indeed, since new leadership roles have emerged in the innovation, this scenario can
also transpire in the traditional department setting. A subject-area curriculum leader
complained of the probiems he has encountered with individuals who occupy new
leadership roles:
Last year there were three curriculum leaders in the . . . department.
That was fun. The one who iç still there, you can still see the need that
if the person doesn't feel that I'm Nnning the meeting quite as crisply as
her, that person wiIl take over. And there's also another one who does
exactly the same thing. And 1 h d the dynamia of that very interesting.

Clearly, a la& of unified direction can hamper DMG progress.
Some authors w a m that teachers rnay not be capable of making a significant
contribution to decision making where knowledge is required that is too far rernoved
h m their experience (Gorton and Snowden, 1993, p. 19; Keith and Girling, 1991, p.
45). According to Morgan, dependency relationships can result when individuals
possess knowledge and information that others do not (1986, pp 167-169). In shared
decision malang, some participants may experience a tremendous disadvantage when
they do not hold speaalized knowledge. Certainly, this dysfunction may manifest in
any of the DMGs. However, it was particularly evident in each school's Budget Group.
Although administrators maintained that teachers can have a significant impact
on decision ("[Glet on the budget cornmittee, corne forth with that, bring forth the
evidence, the information, and I think that you will be pleased with the results"), it was
apparent that often teachers feel that they have little to offer in that area ("Budget, I
don't know if any department gets a lot out of it, besides expressing needs"). The
problem, it seems, is that teachers £ind it difficult to fully understand how the budget
process workç. They do not have access to mformation about systern direction and are
generally not privy to the record of intemal accountç. Other than articulating what their
departments' needs are, they rely heavily on the administrator ui charge of the budget to
initiate resolutions. An admùlistratofs recollection of building the school budget
illustrateci this dependency:
Every department presented what they wanted. We added all that up
and found out that the amount that was allocated was x, the amount
that was desired was y. Then they gave me direction,"You go and meet
with each of the departments to see what we c m live with, to try and
bring the y equal with the x." So 1 did that by meeting with each of the
individual departments. And, when 1came badc, I presented the budget
as 1 thought, after those meetings. The choice was their's. They could
have said "No, we feel that there's too mu& rnoney being spent on
technology, or not enough on teduiology. There needs to be more spent
on Science or ESL or whatever." After they had seen al1 of the
presentations, they could make that deasion. As it t u r n s out, everybody
was happy.

Interestingly, a nearly identical process occurred at the other sdiool. This adrninistrator
later commenteci on the difficulty he had experienced in the group's dehïrations:
Nobody wants to make a decision without the proper information. I've
been with t h s Board for 28 years, and I am still trying to figure out the
budget process and a i i of the intricaaes of budget. So, for the 1 s t 17
years, budgets have been a part of my day-to-day job desaiption, and
I'rn still struggling with so many of the parts of it. So if I'm going to bring
that kind of background to a table of eight people who have never dealt
with a school board budget, it really becomes almost a rididous task to
bring people up to the level where 1am.
EspeciaUy since the mernbership of the DMGs turns over £romyear to year, it is Little
wonder that they would experience difficulty when decisions require speciaiized
knowledge.

Cynicism and Distnist
Although at both sites more than half of the interviewed teachers expressed
distrust towards school leaders in this innovation, administrators should not feel
personally betrayed. A similar proportion of teachers suggested that they do not irust
their peers. In the latter situation, some teachers were cuncerned that their coileagues
might make deciçions that wouid would ignore th& interests:
1 think that with tlus new mode1 that there is a lot of mistrust. And 1
think that people get into, 'WeU if we allow the Science Deparûnent or
the English Department to corne to the condusion, that wili often
disregard our concerns as a Social Studies Department." There's a lot of
mistrust with this decision making process, if you don't have a
representative at the table.

Et is because of this distrust that departments have tried to have representation on al1
the DMGs, which has limited the ability of teachers to determine on whch groups they
will participate (see Chapter 5). Even after t a h g this measure, teachers have been
suspicious of each other. One participant complained: "There are five people Erom the
Business Ed. Department on the technology committee, each b r i n p g in a vote. Well
that's not fair."
%me teachers appeared to be cynicd of s h e d decision making: "1 think that
maybe ifs my insecurity with the system, that 1 don't believe that ifs as democratic as
one wouid want it to be. So I
'
m speaking not h m personal experience with decisions.
Ifs more intuitive." One teacher attributed this cyrucism to distrust for school leaders:
"1 just think they feel lied to . . . mislead. 'People say that, but they don't mean it.' 1
thùik that there's a mind set that . . . there's an agenda. W e may not know it, but it's
out there."'
In the worst cases, this distrust can degenerate into destructive confid. One
teacher retold a negative incident he had expenenced on a DMG:

1had suggested in a particdar committee meeting, that in fact 1had not
partîcipated in a single deasion that had been made al1 year. And I had
a very angry human k i n g in my face yelling and screaming at me, and
t e h g me that 1was wrong. h d he was very upset by that as though it
were a persona1 accusation, an assault, rather than an objective
observation that 1 had had over the year.

hi this situation, appeais made their way to the principal to intervene. Clearly, sudi
interactions undermine the objectives of shared deasion niaking.
It seems apparent that even the good intentions behind the interpersonal
objectives of shared decision making are unable to cornpletely counter negative
interactions among individuals. It is forninate that at both sites participants seemed to
be aware of and willing to confront the dysfunctions that hamper the innovation.
Furtherxnore, they seemed to be encouaged by the successes that they have expenencedSUMlMARY OF CHAPTER 6
There is good reason to be hopeftd that shared decision making can facslitate
wise deasions and be hilfilling for personnel. While the innovation certainly can
confuse the flow of information in sdiook, given the reorganization that it entails, there
are also tremendous benefits to communication that may be realized. Apart from
promoting collegial interaction through reduced teacher isolation, decisions can be more
effectively communicated within schools, especially when there is consultation beyond
the membership of the DMGs.
It is evident that the personal interactions that result kom shared decision
making can be demanding on individuals. Teachers and administrators must actively
debate with one another for their concerns to be addressed in decision making. The
interview transcripts that resulted £rom this study highlight a number of qualities that
seem to contribute to DMG effectiveness. That is, DMGs seem to benefit when they are
action oriented, teacher partiapation is meaninghil, they foster positive relationships
among participants, and research is consulteci to formulate resolutions. In addition,
DMGs are hndered when their direction is confused, the& activities are reliant upon
knowledge that only a few participants possess, and they are plagued with distrust
and cyniasm. It is evident that the success of DMGs is largely determined by their
internal chemistry. Their dynamics are huther complicated by divergent interests and
clashes of political power.

CHAPTER 7
SCHOOL POLITICS AND THE NEW BALANCE OF POWER
INTRODUCTION
Cerîainly, the interactions among teachers and administrators that resdt £rom
shared deasion m a h g are like1y to be political. Since decisions are arrived at through
the consensus of all DMG members, teachers are afforded considerable influence while
administrators maintain their authority. Unfortunately,the innovation seems to have
also d o w e d individuals to pursue alternative sources of power that are not formally
recognized in either school's charter. Both teachers and administrators are capable of
taking actions which d o w them to gain an advantage over others in the process. While
these strategies have proven on occasion to be quite effective, there is little doubt that
they undermine the principles of openness and honesty on which the innovation was
founded. Of the other stakeholders in public education, some have tremendous
innuence over deasion making while others do not. Clearly, the political landscape at
each school h a had an impact on experiences with the innovation.
POLITICS A N D PA.RTICIPATION
While some interviewees feel that the innovation has caused the process of
deasion making to become political, it is probably more accurate to suggest that it has
changed politics withm sdiools. As S. Conley implies, the nature of school deusion
m a h g has always been political (1991,pp 245-254). Certainly, before the innovation
(as is discussed in Chapter 4), teachers were discouraged £rom participating in the
process directly. Reflecting on his experiences with the old model, one administrator
recalled:
The environment has been, in our çystem, where you don? ask questions.
Or, if you ask questions, you were viewed as somebody who was
meddling or that it was none of your business. It hasn't been an
environment of openness to ask these questions.
As a resdt, politia in the old model was characterized by teachers discreetly lobbying
those with authority in order to idluence decisiow. Indeed, several teachers recalled
approaching department heads and the administration to influence school decisiors,
before the advent of shared decision making. Interviewees lauded the innovation for
openuig up interna1 poiitics and for invithg teachers to actively partiapate in the
process of negotiationç. One teacher's comments highlight this point:
You as a teacher can say, "Look, let's talle about this." You don't have
to have the backing of an AP or the principal or your department head,
or a petition signed by twenty t e a b or something. You can just do it
on your own. So often, these are the people who have really good
suggestions to make. It doesn't have to be a movement. I r e d y like that.

Shared deasion malung seems to have simply exposed the politics of influence by
making it visible and accessiile to the staff at large. Since teachers are able to engage in
debate on their own behalf, DMGs have become the f o m where divergent interests
meet. To fully appreciate the politics that have emerged Erom the innovation one must
consider the fundamental elements of that have enabled deasions to be shared.
CONSENSUS
A critical component of shared decision making has been the requirernent for
deasions to be made by consensus. According to WtcheU, "Pure consensus is when al1
people working coiiaboratively agree to support a certain position even fhoughit might
not be their first choice" (1992, p. ln).At each of the schods in this study, consensus
simply means that all DMG members on live with a resolution. However, in pratice,
the strategy is not so straight forward. Certainly, as its definition suggests, each
i n d i ~ d u a seems
l
to be guaranteed a voice in decisions. Unfortunately, the approach
can be time consuming. Since group members are encouraged not to block deiiierations,
majority and minority divisions continue. To some participants, the minority has
merely been squelched. Clearly, this cornponent of s h e d deasion making affects
interactions within DMGs.

Merits
Ln theory, the consensus approach works because participants corne together as
problem solvers, consider the variety of concerns, and choose a solution that best meets
the needs of all stakeholders. hdividuals identify themselves as part of a group and
are willing support initiatives, even when they are not their fmt choice, because they
want the group to succeed. According to t h Logic, voting is problematic because it
encourages individuals to consider what is best for themselves and to make deasions
based on what they prefer. Inevitably, partiapants are divided into the majority and
minority where some people have lost. In a consensus approach, resolutions are agreed
upon by all participants, and the group remains united.
It is not surprisirqg that both schools utilize the consensus approach, rather than
voting, in arriving at deasions. According to the literature presented in Chapter 2, there
typically is mutuai fear between teachers and administrators, as they approach s h e d
decision making, whch can threaten its feasïbility. While teachers may believe that
principals will ultimately retain predomùiance over decisions through some sort of veto
(Bolman and Deal, 1984, p. 85; Shedd and Bacharach, 1991, p. 132; Tranter, 1994. p.
26), principals may fear that shared decision making will Iead them to Iose control of
their schools, since they are easily outnumbered when it cornes to voting (Blase and
Blase, 1994, p. 10; Bolman and Deal, 1984, p. 88; Flanigan and Gray, 1995 p. 9; Keith

and Girling, 1991, p. 44). in a consensus approach, however, everyone theoretically has
substantial power because everyone has a veto. Not only would principals' interests be
met, but so would the interests of d participants.
in general, the utiiization of consensus as a means of determining support for
decisions seems to have been quite successful at both schools. Teachers and
administrators are content that they have been able to make many good deasions.
Although teachers d o not always feel that they have gotten what they wanted in the
process, they usually adsnowledge that formaiiy they are afforded considerable power
and that they have a real say in deasions: "Everyone has input, and we go with what
everyone is cornfortable with. if someone is adamantiy against a solution than we look
for another solution." Administrators also feel that their interests are adequately
addressed. One administrator illustrated this point:
There hasn't been a decision made that has even corne close to the point
where 1 coulcin't live with it. Nothmg has come close. There have been
some decisions that 1 may have preferred for them to be a little different,
but certainly 1 don? tiiink that i've lost. But 1 guess thaYs part of the
challenge for me . . . that if 1 realiy believe strongly in something, and if
I'nï in a oup with eight people, 1 have to be able to convince those other
what Pm saying is meritorious. And, if those other people
people
say forget it, then 1 have to accept that.

Et

Clearly, the strategy of arriving at decisions through consensus has benefited the
innovation.

Drawbacks
While the consensus approach seems to have complemented shared decision
IlzakiRg, there are unfortunately some negative outcornes as well. Undoubtedly, there is
the threat that t!!e difficulty in adiieving consensus may hold up decision makizg. A
teacher commented on h s issue: "Let's face it, you're trying to get the best position
from essentially everybody. You're essentially loolcing for the best position or one that 1
can live with, and that is very very hard." IR an environment where tkne is scarce and
decisions often have deadlines, staüs in the process simply cannot be afforded.
in addition to potentially slowing down decision making, it is ironic that the
requirement for consensus has caused some individuals to pcrccive that they actudy .
have a reduced voice in decisions. Since teachers recognize that deasions need to be
made within a timely manner, it is little wonder that they sometirnes feel that decisions
arc forced tkirough the process, withoirt due consideration of minority interests. Givcn
that DMG membership seems to imply that one will contribute positively to group
activities, and that one's support for a resolution merely means that one can live with it,
individuals can feel pressured not to express views that are unpopular with the rest of
the group. One teacher's remarks capsulized this concern:

If I'm in a committee, and Say I'm vehemently opposed to a decision that
a group has come to, 1 don? know if that dissenting voice will have
enough credence to not have that decision go through. It concems me. 1
think that in any democratic process, the minority has to be heard, not
just listened to. That concems me that in this model, you've got eight
people sitting around a table. And what cornes back is the majority
opinion. If you want to oppose this, what leverage do you have?
Some participants expressed a preference for voting, because it at least d o w s them to
formally register their views. That is, through voting, the individual shows his or her
preference and support for a particular resolution by casting a vote in favour of it. To
dissent, one needs simply to withhold one's vote. Howwer, when a group must come
to consensus to make deasiow, unless one actively articulates his or her dissent for a
resolution, it is assumed that he or she is supportive of it. Some partiapants indicated
that within the consensus approach the expression of dissent requires considerable
courage, sometimes more than thqr are able to muster.
It seems to be the intent, ai both of the schools in this study, to fomally provide
a legitixnate voice to all individuds through the consensus approach. Certainly, many
participants feel that it has done just that. However, it is unfortunate that some believe
that it has adually reduced their ability to express dissent. Nonetheles, the approach
has proven to be aitical within shared deasion making, as it has enabled principals to
share their authority in many school decisions.

THE SHARING OF AUTHORITY
From her review of the Literature on shared decision making, S. Conley identifies
an important distinction between authority and infiumce within the innovation:
Unless research addresses the distinction between authority and
influence in deusions making, it will offer minimal practical opidance in
cument participation debates about whether teachers should wield final
deasionmaking power or whether their involvement should be limited to
uinuence (1991, pp 255).
In the preçent research, the inclusion of teachers in decision making has indeed
increased their influence over school management issues. However it should be noted
that authority in such rnatters still ultimately appears to belong to prinapals. A
consideration of the dynamic relationship between authority and influence in shared
decision making is warranted.
Authonty is a iegitimized nght to make deàsions within an organization
(Morgan, 1986, p. 159; Shedd and Bacharadi, 1991, p. 142). In schools, it is the
product of legal and bureaucratie delegation (S. Conley, 1991, 253). It is the finite
factor that determines who will ultimately make the deciçion and who will be
accountable for the consequences (Shedd and Baharach, 1991, p. 142). Influence,

however, is the ability to affect decisiors regardles of one's formal position (S. Conley,
1991 pp 253-255;Gorton and Snowden, 1993, p. 59; Shedd and Bacharach, 1991, pp
142-143). Linlike authority, it does not need to be regarded as a finite quality that is
conferred by the orgamization (S. Conley, 1991 p. 254; Shedd and Bacharach, 1991, pp
142-143).That is, an increase in influence for one person does not necessarily mean a
reduction for someone else. Furthemore, there does not seem to be any offiad
accountability attached to it. However, both authority and influence are sources of
power in decision making.
Although Grifnths (1956, pp 229-230) contends that shared decision making is
the delegation of authority to subordhates, it is much more c o m p e h g to cowider that
authority is merely shared and that teachers are actually gven greater influence in
deasions (S. Conley, 1991, pp 253-254). The delegation of authority, where authoriq
is f i t e in quantity, suggests that final Say in deasion making is transferred to others.
Moreover, it would consist of the transfer of accountability as weli. Those who would
receive authority would be held accountable for deasions, while their supenors would
only be responsible for their deasion to delegate. This arrangement has not been the
experience at the two schools.
Several teachers and an administrator asserted that ultimately the prinapal
retains authority in shared decision making. One teachefs comments were typical:
If you are holding a p ~ a p aaccountable
l
to the ninnings of the school,
how mudi power can you expect that individual to relinquish? I think
that's a problem and you have to have accountability somewhere.
Çomebody has to be accountable. And parents and the public often look
to SUthe principal.
Furthemore, there waç no indication that principals had actually reduced theY impact
on deasions through the innovation, as the delegation of authority would suggest.
Indeed, the consensus approach has allowed principals, and theoretically everyone else
involved, the ability to veto resolutions,thus guaranteeing them a h a 1 Say over matters.
Ultimately, principals seem to still own the authority but have been willing to engage in
negotiations with DMGs to collectively make decisions. Teachers have been invited to
share in the process to detemine resolutions which greatly inaeases their inûuence.
However, since decisions are made by consensus, the school administration is able to
retah its authority.
The dynamic relationship between authority and innuence is a complex one in
shared deasion making. Since much authority has been vested in the principalship by
the comrnunity, the system, and by law, it has not been possible for principals to simply
delegate it to others. Rather, they have engaged teachers in a process of deasion
making that has produceci resolutions which have satisfied the responsibilities of the
prinapalship. While teachers' innuence has inwased, it seerns evident that prinapals

still retains their authority. This andysis surnmarizes the political power afforded to
individuals through the innovation. Wowever, it does not reflect the alternative sources
of power, which are beyond the design of the innovation, that were evident in this
investigation.

ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF POLITICAL POWEX
Whde it seems that most often teachers and administrators have opted to
infiuence decisions by contributing to DMGs, the most emotionally charged stories told
in ths study were ones where individuals had accessed alternative sources of political
power that were beyond the established parameters of the innovation. Whereas in
some of these controversiai situations it is probable that individuals have acted with
malice, many tirnes the seizure of power seerns to have been due to ignorance or
oversight. In each of these instances, however, the infiuence afforded to the staff at
large through the estaHished DMG structure has been reduced by the actions of
individuals.

Teachers and Power
Naturaiiy, teachers can exerase power in decision making by simply attending
DMG meetings. Not surprisingly, they seem to network themselves and inaease their
attendance when an issue being considered is of particular interest to thern.
Furthemore, some teachers are more infiuential because of their personal quaiities. One
teacher commented:
It couid be by strength of personality. The human resource factor comes
into any decision making. So if you've got a strong-willed individual, if
you've got an articulate individual, if this individual has a position of
status within the school, undeniably it will affect deasion making at
some point.
These avenues to power are in accordance with the two schools' charters. However,
participants also described strategies that teachers have ernployed to exploit
alternative sources of power, which seern to undermine the gods of shared decision
making.
Avoidance and Passive Resistunce: According to Morgan, this technique of
boundary manngement enables one to assert his or her autonomy (1986, pp 169-170). In
diçcussing hiç schooi's mission statement, one teacher commented:
Some staff chose not to own it because they saw that we had created a
document that was potentiaily hazardous to their health. It was almost
too idealistic. It created fear in people. 'Well I'm glad 1 finished that,
now 1can go back to my dassroom."
Another described how she copes with decisions that pertain to the school's Teacher
Advisor Program:

Yet the TA structure has not changed after all of that input. We std1 are
stuck with the same TA structure. And, quite bankly, with my grade
elevens, 1 have given up on report [card related] i n t e ~ e w sbecause
,
1juçt
look like a fool with them, by insisting that they corne.
Throughout the fieldwork it was evident that teachers can seize a great deal of
autonomy in their schools.
Misrepresentatia: Teacher c m also gain power by rnisrepresenting to DMGs the
arcumstances of themselves and of their departments, through the distortion of
mformation. According to Morgan, control over information allows individuals to a b
as "gatekeepers, opening and dosing channels of communication and filtering,
summarizing, analyzing and thus shaping knowledge in accordance with a view of the
world that favours their interests" (ibid. p. 167). An administratofs comments about
the budget process reflect this potential:
If people are not prepared to be flexible, then people go away and corne
badc with their own agendas. Budget is a good exarnple of that, where
they Say "well you h o w so-and-so is not being r e d y open with us. 1
don? think so-and-so is being really open." Or "1 don? like so-and-so's
figures because 1 think that they are trying to get one up on the committee
or on the Budget Croup."
Clearly there are oppominities for teachers to gain an unfair advantage over others in
shared decision making.
Adniinistrators and Power
The potential for teacherç to access power that is beyond what is provided in
each school's charter seems to pale in cornparison to the leverage that school leaders
can exploit. As it was for teaders, it is not suggested here that ail leaders have
purçued these avenues of control. However, questionable instances have taken place
that have affected participants' experiences with shared decision making. Generally,
these inadents of manipulation have occurred through maneuvers both interna1 and
extemal to the DMG setting.
Orchestrating the focus of DMGs: Teachers' daims echoed wamuigs in the
literature that leaders may use participation as a means to CO-optsubordinates to
address their own concerns (McGregor, 1960; Mintzberg, 1996). That is, some leaders
were accused of intemally manipulatirtg DMGs by direding their attention to select
issues. One teacher stated:
1 h d that the administration seems to bring to the staff most of the
issues for deasion making. 1 can't think of an exception off the top of
my head. Agendas seem to be set and ifs brou ht before the staff that
we need to make a decision about sornethuig.
en, we go through the
process.

3

Although one may argue that leaders are in the best position to determine what issues

DMGs should consider because they have exclusive access to si@cant information,
school leaders were just as likely to be accused of having dominated their groups where
no sudi advantage seemed to ex&. A second teacher commented on the development
of his school's tate policy:
I think that the administration s a w that there was a problem, or a
number of people brought up the problem to administration, but they
respected that there was a problem. And they got everyone involved to
try and get everyone on board to the problem. 1 thhk it was a politically
correct way of bringing the importance th felt to this issue, to the entire
staff, in a way that they didn't have to be e hammer.

x

While teachers did not suggest that the interests of their leaders are unimportant, they
did question whether or not DMG activities address the concems of a i l members.
On the other side of the issue, leaders were also accused of diverting DMG
attention away from significant issues, towards more benign decisions. One teacher
charged 'The people that ask the questions are the ones that have the power. Some
questions you don't get asked. 'Here's the decisions that you are allowed to make."' In
this instance, the partiapant compiained about a leader who had informed h m and hs
colleagues that the school would be undertaking an initiative that would significantly
affect the entire school. The leader only allowed teachers to make deasions around
impiementation. Effectively, teachers were exduded from the debate on whether or not
the initiative should be pursued. To Morgan,
much of the political activity within an organization hinges on the control
of agendas and other decision premises that uinuence how a particular
decision will be approached, perhaps in ways that prevent certain core
issues hom surfacing at all. By avoiding expliat discussion of an issue,
one m a y be able to get precisely what one wants (1986, p. 166).
Intimidation through position or status: Commonly, teachers indicated that they
h d some leaders to be intimidahg in the DMG setting because of their formal position
and status:
The presence of an administrator there changes the dynarnics. I don't
think that you can move away from that. If . . . your mind is on
promotion or moving or recommendations, there is, I think, an
u n d e r m e n t to please the Administrative Team.
Morgan mens this sort of power relationship to the attraction of bees to honey (ibid. p.
184). That is, having something that others want or need can make one popular and
powerful: "Power, like honey, is a perpetual source of sustenance and attraction among
the worker bees" (ibid.). In the worst cases, leaders have been unsubtle in expioiting
this relationship. One teacher commented on the pressure that he has perceived in
debating DMG resolutions. "If you choose, and again in the words that it was
articulated to me, if you don't Like it, 1 think that you would feel yourself squeezed out
of that particular school." Two more recailed an inadent with an administrator who

had bullied members of a DMG to support his position. One of them said:
1 belonged to a conunittee a few years back where we came to a
consensus, but it wasn't the right consensus. We had b go over and
over it again until we came to the nght consensus. . . . When the decision
was made I could not live with the process that consensus was achieved
by, because consens- was not achieved through consensus, consensus
was achieved through exhaustion.

The partiapant later commented that when she had ûied to withdraw her membership
from the DMG, the sarne administrator insinuated that such a move would
unfavourabIy affect her career. When threats and intimidation manifest in DMG
interactions, it is iittle wonder that some teachers withdraw their support for shared
decision making.
Design of the decision-making ptacess: Leaders also seem to have the power to
affect the outcome of decisions from outside of the DMG setting. The source of this
power is their ability to determine the processes by which decisions will be made
(Morgan, 1986, p. 166). Morgan says that leaders are often afforded the ability to
arrange: "How shouid a decision be made? Who should be involved? When wiU the
decision be made?" (ibid.). According to many interviewees, administrators and the
lead groups u s u d y have held t h s responsibility. The use of h s power is likely not as
maliaous as the incidents of intimidation appear to have been, as leaders probably are
simply unaware that their choices have reduced the power of others.
Teachers indicated that some curriculum leaders and DMG facilitators make
important deûsions, on their own, outside of the group setting. In one instance, a
teacher complained that a cunicuium leader simply neglected to cal1 meetings. Since
decisions stiU have to be made, regardless of whether or not meetings are cailed, leaders
sometimes make decisions on behalf of the DMG members, apologipng later that tirne
limits prevented coilaboration. A second teacher remarked that ai meetings he is merely
informeci of decisions that have already been made outside of his DMG: "1 go to the
meetings and what not. Basicaiiy they are just disseminating information to me. . . . I
think a lot of the decisions have already been made before they get to us." While it may
be that such measures have been taken to cope with the demand for inunediate
decisions and the slow operation of DMGs, clearly they do disenfranchise group
members. They also create the üiusion to the school at large that a DMG's membership
is supportive of the particular decisions. Furthemore, such instances can contribute to
the communication pmblems desaibed in Chapter 6.
Individuds are particuiarly vulnerable to exclusion from decisions when issues
do not quite fit into the estabhshed DMG structure. A teacher comrnented: "When you
have a shared decision making mode1 and things don't fa11 into the preordained
cornmittees, . . . 1would Say that the decisions are made by those that have the power

,

to decide whether to share them or not." A second one complained:
1 had an experience where 1 saw a poiicy had been chan ed regarding
field ûips. When 1 questioned . . . why the policy had anged, I was
told that "weii this is just administrivia, we just wanted to change that,
and we didn't want to bother you with that-" And it turned out for me
that it was a big change- It was something that affeded me, and i didn't
reaily want to see that change. 1 wodd've liked to have been conmiteci.
So it seems to me that the s d e d model of shared decision making has
strict parameters, and what is presented as possible decisions that we
can make is limited.

2

Simila. compIaints were voiced at the same school about the development of a policy
on student lates.
It is reasonable to acknowledge that in such instances leaders seem to be
responding to the perceived unwieldiness of the entire innovation and the burden that it
can place on teachers (discussed in Chapter 5). However, by denymg access to these
types of de~sions,leaders greatiy reduce the power of teacherç. Furthmore, teachers
become suspicious of their motives. The teacher in the above example could not
understand why she had been given the opportunity to participate in an ad hoc DMG
that made decisions about grouping students based on ability but was excluded from
debates pertaining to policies on field trips and student lates:
1 can't imagrne why you wodd discrixninate one from the other. Unless
there's a process for deciding that certain decisions are to be made with
ths model and certain other deasions with that model. But, 1 don't
understand why there would be a discrepancy.
It is not dear why, in such instances, teachers have not been able to determine for
themçelves what decisions they would contribute to, as per the charters of both schools.
As a result of their experiences, some teachers perceive that their "power is extremely
Limited."
Fortunately, many participants shunned the use of power that falls outside of
the established parameters of shared decision making. Teachers and admrnistrators
alike usudy indicated a preference fbr fainiess and honesty in their interactions with
each other. One administrator advised: "If you're not comfortable in that milieu, be up
front and honest. Don't Say that you're an open democratic kind of individual and
then behave in other kinds of ways b e h d the scenes." Furtherrnore, several teachers
aclcnowIedged that there are some decisions that cannot be shared. They appreciated
their leaders when they were up Econt and honest in such cases. One teacher captured
the feeling of most of the participants when he said: "I've been very fortunate at the
schools that I have been at that I've had good experiences with the administration. So,
my feelings are that they don? always do things that 1agree with, but for the most part
they have been very frank."

THE IMPACT OF OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
Most of the discussion thus far has bcused on the interactions between and the
experiences of teachers and administrators. However, there are other stakeholders who
must be considered in examining shared deasion making. While the schooI system and
the province continue to have a kemendous impact on deasions, parents and students
have held a limiteci role in the innovation.
Interviewees were very much aware that their schools comprise ody a portion of
a much larger system. They recognized that deckions made outside of the school were
often not amendable nor even debatable within their DMGs. One teacheis comments
were echoed by many participants and in each of the schools' self-evaluations:
there are certain poiiaes that this system wants to see in place, they
want to see these policies work We don't seem to have control over
whether these policies are to be had. There's no decision about the
policy and whether or not to have i t
Similar comments were made regarding provincial regulations. Given that shared
decision making amounts to an in-house initiative, there are dear boundaries to the
deciçion making power of DMGs. Principals are only able to share the authority that
has been delegated to them.
Parents, on the other hand, have had little influence in shared decision making.
As per provinaal regulations, parent-dominated school councils are ultunately only able
to advise principals on school policy (Alberta Education, 1995b, p. AS). Furthermore,
the counds at both sites have deaded that they wish to only be consulted on and
informed about school deàsionç. Perhaps this choice was a wise one, given the ratio of
cound members to the number of eligible parents: There are approximately thirty-£ive
parents involved at City High and fifteen at Suburban High. Although parents in
general are offered the oppominity for input uito decisiom, it is questionable whether or
not the councils actually do reflect the wishes of the entire community. Indeed, Barlow
and Robertson warn that that powerhil councils can disenfranchise those who are
unable to participate and may fall victim to speaal interest groups (1994, pp 23b235).
Quoting Statisti-ks Canada, they daim that "the average two-job, two-parent f d y
with dllldren puts in a seventy-five-hour workweek" (ibid., p. 233). Simply stated,
many parents do not have time to put into the govemance of their local schools.
Nonetheless, although interviewees have not seen any real impact that their school
c o u n d s have had on decision making, they indicate that council members have
appreciated being consulted on decisions.
Students have also had minunal direct impact on decision making at each of the
schools. Authors such as Glickman (1993, p. 37) and B. Levin (1994, pp 91-93) argue
that at the hi& school level in p a r t i d a . students should be induded in decision
making: "If students are treated arbitrarily, are subjed to d e s they do not support or

understand, and have no opportunity to shape the nature of their work, then surely
there is something educationdy wrong" (B. Levin, 1994, p. 93). The charters at both
sdiools indicate that students, and parents as well, s h d compromise the membership
of the DMGs where it is appropriate. Although the sdiools have used surveys to
c o n d t students, they both seem to have active students' councils, and there are spaces
for two students on each of the school councils, there was no evidence in the interrriew
transcripts nor in the minutes of DMG meetings that students have worked
collaboratively to make sdiool deckions. Indeed, only one teacher suggested that
students should have more involvement:
1 would like to see us welcome students into the process. . . . [Tlhey have
not, in my opinion, been aggressively pursued to join the process. And, 1
don? ttiink that young people will job, unless the adults take control. . . .
Now again people Say, "Well what do kids know," and there's a lot of
negativity.
It is evident that for decisions that are made within these schoo1s it is the teachers and

ad-strators

who command most of the power.

The intention of this diapter has been to explore the political landscape that has
resulted from shared deasion making. By c o n ç i d e ~ gthe dynamic relationship between
authority and influence, it is apparent that although principals have engaged their sta&
in collaborative decision making, they have not relinquished authority. The strategy of
requiring that deasions be made by consensus has provided teachers with inaeased
d u e n c e , without reducing the impact of admuiistrators in DMG negotiations. Beyond
this legitimate power that is afforded to teachers and admuiistrators through shared
deasion making, some partiapants have been able to exploit alternative sources of
power to affect decisions. Finally, an examination of the relative mfluence of other
stakeholders reveds that the school system and the province have considerable power
because of the legal authority that they hold in many significant matters. However,
parents and students have had little direct impact on decisions, despite the intentions
articulated in each school's charter.

CHAPTER 8
THE HEART OF THE MAïTER: LEARNING AND TEAOIING
INTRODUCTION
It is apparent that shared decision making has had far-reachllig effects on two
Calgary hgh schools. It is compelling, therefore, to assess its impact on the most centrai
aspect of schooling: learning and teaching. While both schools have focused a
considerable proportion of their energies on instructional issues, through the innovation,
it appears that the results have been less prornising than has been experienced in other
sorts of decisions. The problem, it seems, is that the innovation has tended to produce
resolutions that require stakeholders to comply to prescriptive policies. This
characteristic cornes into connict with teachers' autonomy over instructional decisions.
Perhaps instructional issues need to be approached differently to how managementoriented ones are if shared decision making is to produce positive results in this area.

THE HOPE FOR IMPROVED STUDENT ACHEVEMENT
It was noted in Chapter 2 that research which has attempted to measure the
impact of shared decision malang on leaming and teaching is lacking and somewhat
conflictïng. Nonetheless, for many educators, the promise of improved student
performance remains a signifiant motivation for undertaking this innovation.
Unfortunately, the experience at two Calgary high schools suggests that learning and
t e a c h g to date has remained largely unaffected.
According to Weiss, much of the early educational iiterature on shared decision
maiang claimed that the mere implementation of the innovation would in fact improve
student achievement (1993, pp 69-70). Weiss says that this claim had been based on
the following beliefs:

*

Teachers are the best equipped to make school decisions that infiuence instruction.
Because of their concern for and knowledge of their students, teachers will force
schools to focus their resources on issues related to learning and teaching, rather than
on the bureaumatic concerns that preoccupy administrators.
Through the ernpowerment of teachers, schools will be liberated from their
organizational limitations and ultimately leaming and teachîng rnay be revolutionized
(ibid.).

Unfortunately, the data from her study prompted her to condude "Over d l , the
evidence does not support either hypothesis, that SDM [shared decision making]
focuses attention on curriculum and students or that SDM leads to innovation and

creative change" (ibid., p. 71). Acknowkdging the more recent research, authors have
begun to emphasize the necessity of consciously focusing the decentralization of
deasion making on the ultimate objective of enhanced student achievement (D. Conley,
1993;pp 228-232;Conway and Caizi, 1996 p. 49; David, 1996, p. 7).
In the present study, ali but two of the participants indicated that shared
deasion making has had marginal or no noticeable impact on learning and teadiing.
One teacheis remarks were S p i c a .
1 think that there have been strides. I think that it would be faIse to Say
that there have been no strides. PrimariXy, what 1 think is the dnving
force of it right now £or teachin and learning is the infiltration of
technology into ciasses- So, yes, ere has been that. But as far as an
ongoing professional development, ongoing critique of the curriculum,ifs
nonexistent in the system, in our school.

&

Indeed, several participants compIained that the innovation has forced them to become
preoccupied with management issues. One adminîstrator argued:
1 guess to me . . . the most important function that goes on in h s building
every day is the function of what goes on in the classroom, not what goes
on around budget. These are support areas around the kind of work that
we do in classrooms. . . . I thuik that we spend too much, and this is my
bias, we spend too much time discussirtg and worrying about govemance
issues and spending time on govemance issues and not putting our
energies into where they should be.

Similarly, a teacher commented: " O n e of the things that is really h y about that is
that it doesn't feel like we are changing anythmg that we are doing in o u classrooms.
We have new carpet and new wail paper. 1s that shared decision making?" Indeed,
many participants reported being disappointed with the focus of the innovation in their
schools.
Although there were two participants who indicated that they believe that
effective school management indirectiy supports student achievement, the vast majority
said that learning and t e a d h g has not benefited £rom the innovation. Lndeed, some
questioned whether or not the increased workload and attention that it seems to
demand from teachers (discussed in Chapter 5) adually disadvantages students.
Certainly, such perceptions warrant an investigation of how learning and teaching has
been integrated into shared decision making at each of the schools.

LEARNING AND TEACHING GROUPS
Perhaps in recognition that many of the DMGs only indirectiy impact student
achievement, both schools have attempted to redirect many of the resources invested in
shared decision making towards learning and teaching. In comparing the h o v a t i o n at
the two sites, it is apparent that they differ most greatly in deaihg with this objective.
From its sîmggle to d e h e the role of the curriculum leader, City High has sought to

make the Leamhg and Teaching Group the place where instructional leadership is
coordinated. Meanwhile at Suburban High, the evolution of shared decision making has
lead to an attempt to make learnuig and teadung the most significant component of the
innovation for al1 teachers. While both sbategies seem to be based upon admirable
intentions, neither one appears to have effeaively accomplished its goal.
City High's Strategy

Unlike rnany high sdiools, induding Suburban High City High has changed the
role of the department-based leader. The change stems £rom a system-wide initiative to
curb spending and flatten the hierarchy of school-based administration. In 1993 and
1994 the system reduced the amount of rnoney available to schools for junior-leadership
designations. Ln most cases, the resdt was that department-head designations were
replaced by curricuium-leader positions. Since one-unit curriculum leaders receive hdf
the dowance of two-unit department heads, the system was able to realize a savings
with a minimal loss to the number of junior-leadership positions in schools.
In many high schools, curriculum leaders have simply continueci to do the job
that they cùd as department heads, for Iess pay. However, City High has attempted to
change the role of the department-based leader. When department heads became
curriculum leaders, City High decided to reduce their managerial responsibilities and
focus their attention on instmctional leadership. In recognition of the amended job
description, a leaming and teaching DMG was created where subject-area curriculum
leaders and the administrative team would meet to make school-wide deasions
pertaùung to instruction.
Although the group has made deâsions concerning a leaming resource centre,
course outhes, and some managerial issues around student assessment, several
teachers indicated that litüe has filtered down to their ciassrooms. ln some instances,
they were unaware of the group's adivities and in others they diaracterized the
resulting decisions as being trivial. In addition, teachers complained in i n t e ~ e w and
s
in the school's self-assessrnent of the innovation that they resent being exduded £rom
this group. Apparently, the school will respond to these concerns in Septernber of 1997
by opening this DMG to al1 who are interested. However, ai the time of this
investigation, no one suggested that the activities of the Leaming and Teadung Group
had improved instructional leadership. Furthexmore, theV comrnents suggest that the
Professional Development DMC actually has had a more significant dluence on
learning and teadiing in the school.

The Suburban High Approach
Their self-assessrnent on shared decision making, which was conduded in Mardi

of 1995, revealed that staff rnembers at Sububan High were unhappy with the relative
exdusion of learning and teadiing in their model. hdeed, instruction is referred to
nowhere on the organizational chart from that era. To counter this imbalance, the
redesign that was enacteci the following September sought to place leaming and teaching
at the centre of school deasion making. While the Leamhg and Teadiing Group did
eventually become the cornentone for professional deveiopment at the school, many
teachers stiU compiain that the group's activities are not relevant to course instruction.
In the redesign of shared dedsion making at Suburban High, creating a focus on
leaming and teadiing issues was deariy a high priority. The new organhtional chart
refleds this attempt, as Leaming and Teaching appears to be the dominant DMG. Ail
certificated personnel are induded in the group, whch is subdivided into three smailer
bodies for activities and discussions. Unlike many high schools, whidi have allotted
one curriculum leader to the facilitation of learning and teaching, Suburban High has
committed three.
Apart £rom investigating literature to support school improvement initiatives,
the school's charter indicates that these leaniing leaders are charged with facilitating
activities assouated with "a) instructional strategies b) assessment and achievement
[and] c) staff professional development." They are also expected to "assist in
implementation and evaluation of new initiatives to ensure that we are 'walking the
talk-'" It is apparent from t h s job description that the Leaming and Teadung DMG is
onented towards professional-development activities. Through this organ, staff
members have developed the school's strategic plan, which has prompted d e p m e n t
and personal improvement plans. The DMG has also attempted to engage teachers, on
a monthly basis, in activities that promote the development of cornputer literacy and
professional reflection on assessment. Ultimately, it is the ongoing abivities of the
Learning and Teadiing Group that determine how the school's three annual professional
development days will be spent.
Nonetheless, many teachers still cornplain that the initiatives of this group do
not enhance instruction in their dasses. Çeveral questioned whether or not the Learning
and Teadung DMG's activities have been drïven by the needs of the dassroom. It seexns
ironic, but is c e r t d y indicative of the varied responses to the redesign, that while some
participants seemed to be sympathetic to the challenging set of expectations placed
upon these learning leaders, others complained:
Behind the scenes, lots of things might have happened. But in front of
the scenes, where most of us see, w e don? see anythùig tangible being
effective with these positions. 1 think that a lot of people saw these
things as jump on the band wagon types of things.
Either way, it is likely that the job of the learning leader has been a difficult one.
It is curious that, despite the good intentions and considerable investment of

'

resources, neither school seerns to have successfully focused shared deasion making on
student achievement. At City High, an attempt was made to have subjeb-area
amiculwn leaders facilitate instructional leadership through the innovation. In contrast,
Suburban High has sought to make the Learning and Teaching Group the dominant
DMG in their model, by requiring that al1 certificated personnel engage in professional
development activities monthly. Nevertheless, most of the partiapants in thiç study
indicated that these efforts have not affected instruction sigrhcantly at either school.
Indeed. in discussing their experiences with shared deasion rnaking, partiapants were
far more likely to laud the non-instnictional accomplishments of &e other DMGs han
those of the Leaming and Teadiing Groups.

ANALYZING THE FOCUS ON LEARNTNG AND TEACHlING
Generally speaking, it seems reasonable to determine, based upon the interview
trançaipts and each school's self-assessrnent of shared decision making, that the
governance and management-oriented DMGs have been more successful than the
Leaming and Teadùng Groups. This is a particularly curious outcorne, given that both
schools have followed the advice of recent literature and have tried to focus
considerable attention and resources on instnictional issues. It is for this reason that an
analysis of the Leaniing and Teadung Groups' activities, compared to those of other
DMGs,is presented below.
Authonty and Autonomy
It is intereshg to consider the sharing of authority that has transpired within the
Learning and Teaching Groups, compared to the other DMGs. In Chapter 7 it was
argued that for nearly all of the groups shared deusion making has actually amounted
to the principal sharing his or her authority with other stakeholders. Furthemore, it
was suggested that the principal is unable to share decisions in matterç where he or she
has not been delegated authority and does not own them in the firçt place. Thus, the
impact of shared decision making has been Lunited to issues where authority resides in
the principal and he or she has been wiUuig to share it. Thiç arrangement may also be
an issue in decisions that surround student achievement. While the principal does
appear to have the ability to share many deasions pertaining to sdiool management, it
is debatable whether or not he or she holds authority in matterç associated with learning
and teaching. Perhaps it is teachers who own these deasions.
There is an apparent disagreement over which parties should make instructional
deasions withm schools. Gorton and Snowden daim, 'Teachers believe that they have
authority and control over &&en and dassrooms, while administrators believe that a l l
the authority and conhol emanates from hem" (1993, p. 50). It seems that teachers

regard themselves as professionals who rnust be trusted to make appropriate decisions
to maximize the progress of their students (ibid. p. 49). However, administrators
idenbfy themselves as instructional leaders (S. Bladc, 1996, p. 25). This co&ib c m
become further complicated when school board members regard themselves as
representatives of the public's interests in schoois. Although some authors suggest that
legitbnate authority over instructional issues is the province of school and system
administrators (Griffith, 1956, pp 229-231; Lortie, 1969, p. 41), it is evident that
teachers comrnand a great deai of autonomy in their classrooms (Lortie, 1969, p. 9;
Pauly, 1991, pp 118-119; Ingersoll, 1994, pp 163-167).
Indeed, most of the participants in the present research indicated that shared
deasion making has not, for the most part, encroached upon dassroom autonomy.
Even with regard to the activities of the Learning and Teaching DMGs, teachers
commonly reported: "We haven't r e d y worked on anything that theatens the
autonomy of the dassroom." Furthemore, other than decisions pertaining to cornmon
fmal exams and student performance standards, they indicated that the resolutions of
their subject-area departments do not interfere with their ability to make decisions
around instmcüon: "1 get the keling that in my department, unless there's a reason to
conform to a certain way of doing things, we're pretty much left to operate within a
pretty loose famework"
Thus, it is apparent that at each of the schools, at least in practice, there is an
acknowledgment that individual teachers have the authority to make deasions
pertaining to inçtniction. Unlike most of the decisiors that result fiom the managementoriented DMGs, it is not the principal who is at liberty to share the authority in
instructional desions; discretion belongs to teadiers. Poççibly then, as the hdings of
Weiss suggest (1995, pp 580-581),teachers are unwilling to engage in shared deasion
makmg if it will cost them autonomy in the&dassroomç.

Sharing Instructional Decisions
If shared decision making is regarded as a coming together of stakeholders io
define problems and to select and implernent solutions, it is little wonder that the
innovation seems to have been more successful in management-oriented deQsions than
in those assoàated with leamuig and teadiing. This process appears to be weil suited
to organizational management. Indeed, most of the resolutions that have resulted kom
the innovation are characterized by decision makers finding common ground on bigpicture issues, enabling problems to become manageable and solutions to become
responsive to the needs of the larger organization. However, it seems curious that
resolutions have generally not reduced dassroom autonomy. Even management oriented
decisions that are related to learning and teaching have not required teachers to

surrender a great deal of their discretion in instructional matters. There is a strong
argument in educational literature that instructional decision making should not
promote uniformity and compliance to predetexmined policies and procedures, even if it
is teadiers who collectively make them. Perhaps it is for this reason that both schook
seem to have avoided deasions that would enuoach upon dassroom autonomy. It may
be an oversimplification to presume that instructional decisions can be similar to
management-oRented ones.
It was evident from the intemiew b a n ç a i p t s and available minutes from DMG
meetings that most of the deasions that have resulted from the innovation have required
stakeholders to come together on resolutionç. Deasion making has tended to produce
prescriptive poliaes that leave little room for diverçity in their implementation.
Teachers have had to comply with resolutions to enable the management of their
schools. Some of the deâsions that have resulted from DMG deliberations have
pertained to: the allocation of the school budget, the purchase and maintenance of
computer equipment, the selection of a new school timetable, recognition of student
achievement, and presaibed levels of and guidelines for teacher involvernent in
extracu.rricular activities. In each of these instances, broad school issues have been
deaded upon for a l l stakeholderç in order for the schools to be managed effectively.
Even in those decisions that seem to have been targeted directly at dassroom activities,
management-onented resolutions have resulted that have promoted umformity and
have required compliance hom teachers. Such resoiutions have pertained to: the
creation of each schoolsf mission statement, strategic planning, grouping students by
ability, a common assessrnent philosophy, common final exams, the appearance of
interim report cards and course outlines, the design of a leaming resource centre, and
planning for professional development activities. Yet, none of these resolutions seem to
have greatiy affecteci decision making in the daçnoom.
It is not suggested here that any of these decisions were inconsequential. There is
little doubt that they were necessary and invaluable, and required stakeholders to come
together to implement them cornmonly. Furthemore, research indicates that it is these
management-oriented decisions from which teachers have traditionally felt the most
excluded (S. Conley, 1991, pp 235-237; Shedd and Bacharach, 1991, pp 138-139).
Nonetheless, despite these initiatives, most participants still reported that shared
decision making has focused aimost completely on school management without
improving upon learning and teaching? aearly, by avoiding deckions that would
'It should be noted that there is a body of work in organizational theory whch
argues that when functional activities of an organization are not easily rneasured and
appraised they are often decoupled hom formal managerial structures because they
rnay be difficult to defend when they contrast with soaetal beliefs and expectations
(see Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Meyer, Scott, and Deal, 1981).

challenge dassroom autonomy, and thereby essentially supporting its maintenance,
neither sdiool has been able to collectively make significant deasions regarding the
actual instruction of students.
Some may suggest that the solution to the problem is simple: teachers shouId
forfeit their autonomy to support the implementation of big-picture organizational
goals. However, there is a powerful argument that instructional detisions should be
made at the dassroom level. After considerable research and commentary on shared
decision making, Weiss speculates ' m a t may be needed is not su much the big picture
as a whole school of 'little pictures' grounded in dassrooms" (1994, p. 299). She directs
her readers to the work of Edward Pauly (1991).
Pauly contends that, despite our predisposition for seeking grand presaiptive
poliaes for school reform, such initiatives have not consistently produced signihcant
instructional improvements because it is "dassrooms and the people in them [that] are
at the core of successfd schooling" (ibid. p. 35). He bases his condusions on the
fïndings of a number of quantitative studies, starting with the famous Coleman Report
(1966, ated in Pauly, 1991).
James S. Coleman, a soaologîst, was commissioned by the United States
Congress to evaluate access to educational oppominities in the mid-196ûs. While the
study found that there were certainly consistent differences in adùevement-test scores
between schools, this disparity paled in cornparison to the inequities that seemed to
appear within individuai schools (ibid. pp 20-23). Coleman and hs colleagues
theorized that if schools consistently showed a narrow range of test scores, then
variations in school averages could be attributed to different policy choices.
Conversely, if most schools experienced an equivalent wide range of scores then it could
be concluded that school poliaes had little effect on achievement. After extensive
analysis, the researchers found that "most of the variation in aduevement could not
possibly be accounted for by school differences, since most of it lies withui the school"
(Coleman et al., 1966, cited in Pady, 1991, p. 21). Of the Coleman Report, Pauly
rernarks: "It suggested that the reason that thousands of education studies had failed
to identify and agree on pokies that would improve student adiievement was the
underlying futility of their mission"(l991, p. 24). Citing the findings of h s researdi
and three additional studies that followed, Pauly condudes that
when student test score gains are carefully examined, the important
differences are between successful and unsuccessful classrooms,
differences that cannot be traced to consistent school policies,
characteristics or behaviours of teachers, curricula, teadiing methods, or
special programs (ibid. p. 33).

The author suggests that while refmm efforts may have been successful if they had been
carried out uniformly and preasely how they were presaibed, the social and acadernic

chemiçtry of individual dassrooms forces teachers to modify the implementation of
grand initiatives to cope within their specific circumstances. He cites the Amencan
eight-volume Change Agent Study (Federal Program Supporting Educntional Change,
1974-1978)which found that:
each dassroom, eadi sdiool, and each school system, being çornewhat
different fiom others, implernents the same innovations in different ways
at different times or places. In short, even when tested and developed at
other sites, an educational innovation, unlike a new drug or a new variety
of wheat, undergoes adclptation during implementation [original
emphasis] (cited in Pauly, 1991, pp 5574, 116-117).

According to Pauly, standardized policies cannot reform instruction because the
circumstances of the individual dassroom are beyond standardization.
While this body of research may discourage some refoxm-rninded educators,
because of its nihilistic overtones towards efficacy, it does at Ieast support the notion
of dassroom autonomy. If a large part of teadUng is understanding and effectively
dealing with the distinct chemistry of the dassroom, dearly teachers need to be able to
make instructional decisions. Blase and Blase summarize the principles behind teacher
discrretion:
1. The primnry control of pedagogial knowledge should be lefi tu teachers.
This is the belief that professional teachers meafe pedagogical
knowledge and that they continuously refine and adapt their
knowledge.
2. Teaching actizities are nonroutine. This is the belief that teaching
activities are variable and constantly changing, thus requiring
innovation and experimentation to counter meaningless
standardization.
3. The teachers's pn'mmy work a&&
is decinon muking. This is the belief
that teachers make decisions in highly unpredictable and internctioe
situations, requiring sophisticated and creative solutions [original
emphasis] (1994, pp 6-7).
Evidently, much of the process of teaching is interactive and dependent upon the
teacheis ability to utilize his or her judgment. Pady's work suggests that we need to
reexamine how we regard instructional policy making.

GE'TTING D O W TO W O R E COLLABORATION ON INSTRUCTION
Some may condude fiom the discussion above that shared decision m a h g
m o t directly influence leaming and teadiing. If the individual dassroom is indeed the
pinnacle factor in student achievement, and if teachers rightfully own detisions
regarding instruction, it would appear to be futile to pursue collective resohtions in
leaming and teadiing. However, many partiupants in the present research did express
a desire to collaborate on instructional preparation. Certainly, the form of sudi shared
decisions would be considerably different to what has manifested in the management-

oriented DMGs. They would support the individual classroorn and would allow for
diversity in their irnplementation.
Several participants in this study suggested that they actually have littie peer
support when it comes to classroom instruction. As was discussed in Chapter 6, it
seems that shared decision making has effectively reduced teacher isolation with regard
to whole-school, management-oriented deasions. Nevertheless, teachers remain quite
isolated when it comes to instructional d a o n making. Certainly, this result reflects
the issue that classrooms have retained th& autonomy. However, it also hrghlights that
shared decision making really has not been successful in the area of leaming and
teachhg. Commonly, teachers remarked:
Time wasted on management is not necessary. 1 w o d d rather spend
tirne learning about myself and how 1can be a better teacher or how I can
help the Iads to become better learners. A Iot of the time there is no time
for that. 1t would be nice to get together with teachers from other
departments . . .and see what's going on.
Shared decision making may be an opportunity to promote teacher collaboration.
indeed, several teachers indicated that they would welcome the opportunity to
work with peers on instructional issues. In most cases, they suggested that they would
prefer to work in small, ad hoc, task-oriented groups. A physicd education teacher
commenteci:
If . . . the kids are studying Canadian identity, . . . 1 will gzve an
assignrnent about basketbdi and how Canada has been involved in it. If
1 could see that there is that cross-over then I could give up having a
written basketball test on rules, and that would be a really good
assignment.
It s e e m that teachers do not mind sharing instructional decisions when they can see a
practical benefit for their own students.
Generaily, it appears that teachers would welcome the opportunity for ongoing
ad hoc collaboration with colleagues for mutual gain. Pauly refers to this type of
decision making as king pluralistic:
Pluralistic policies are those that provide support for a diversi of
problem-solving responses tailoreci to the needs and strengths of xose
most affeded by the problems at hand. . . . Ruralistic education policies
influence classroom teadung and learning without creating new d e s ,
required methods of instntction, or prescriptive programs. . . . Crucially,
they use policy levers that are not prescriptions for specific methods of
teaching and Iearning (1991, pp 126-128).
Pluralistic policies would support teachers as thinking professionals in their classrooms,
rather than directing them through prescriptive resolutions or ignoring them for fear of
infringement upon classoom autonomy. They would allow educators to corne together,
on the basis of need, to coilaborate on real issues encountered in the ciassroom.

Certainly, instructional innovation would be srnall-scale. However, it would be
sensitive to the needs of individual ciassrooms and the students and teachers within
them. Such a strategy for making policies that pertain to learning and teachuig is
consistent with calls for new directions in professional deveiopment. According to
Darhg-Hammond and McLaughlui:
Becauçe teaching for understanding relies on teachers' abilities to see
cornplex subject matter from the perspectives of diverse students, the
know-how necessary to make this vision of practice a reality c m o t be
prepadcaged or conveyed by means of fraditiond top-down "teacher
training" strategies. The policy problem for professional development in
this era of reform extends beyond mere support for teachers' acquisition
of new skills or knowledge. Rofessional development today also means
providing occasions for teachers to reflect aiticdy on their practice and
to fashion new knowledge and beliefs about content, pedagogy, and
leamers (1995, p. 597).

Through pluralistic policies, teachers would be able to share the real instructional
deasions without reducing their ability to exercise judgmait in their own classes.
It is evident that at both of the sdiools in this study there has been support for
the notion of dassroom autonomy. This provision seems to be in conflict with the
established policy-making process of s h e d deasion making. However, there is h o p
that dassroom autonomy need not impede the innovation. In fact, since teachers
appear to be quite isolated when it cornes to instnictional decisions, it would seem that
shared deasion making should be vigorously pursued in t h s area. Teachen seem to
welcome the oppominity to collaborate with others, provided that such interactions
wdl be mutually benefiaai and will not erode their ability to make important dassroom
decisions.

SUMlMARY OF CHAPTER 8
Likely the most frustrating aspect of thiç experience with shared decision making
has resulted from efforts to place learning and teadung at the cenbe of the innovation.
Despite their well-thought plai6 and best efforts, most participants of this study feel
that learning and teadung has been largely unaffected by the innovation. There i s a
fundamental conffib, it seems, between how shared decision making has been
conducted and the issue of classroom autonomy. While it may be pedagogicaily wise to
provide teachers with the authority to make instructional decisions, this allowance has
interfered with the established patterns of shared decision m a h g . Perhaps it is
necessary to require cornpliance to established resolutions in decisions that surround the
management of schools. However, such an approach would reduce dassroom
autonomy if it were applied to instructional decision making. The result of this
dilemma has been that both schools have simply avoided making significant shared

deasions around leaming and teadùng. Unfortunately, this strategy has left teachers
isolated in fulfilling their most important duties. It is compeiling to adcnowledge that
instructional decisions need to be treated differently to how management ones are.
Perhaps instructional decisions should be made through the establishment of pluralistic
poiicies, rather than prescriptive ones.

SUMMING UP
The central objective of this work has been to explore pertinent issues that have
surrounded the experience of shared deasion makuig at two Calgary high sdiools. By
tapping into a variety of perçpechves on the innovation, it has been possible to retell
individual stones against a badcdrop of the entire innovation. It is hoped that t h s
work will enable educators to better understand shared decision making so that they
may make good choices in their own practice.
This work haç relied heavily on literahue which has emerged fiom organizational
theory because it is relevant to the assessrnent this subject. It appears that the two
schools in this study and the entire Calgary Board of Education have been compelled to
become more organic in their organization. Certauily, public institutionshave demands
placed upon them for consistency, equity in the delivery of services, and cost
effectiveness - particularly in this era of reduced governmental spenduig. Historically,
these demands have encouraged the public service to organize itself according to the
mechanistic pruiciples of classical management theory. Despite these pressures,
however, the turbuIent political and economic environment of public education has
compelled some schools and school systems to become more organic in their
organization. Given these conflicting demands, one rnay s p e d a t e that public schools
will encounter difficult challenges in the future.
It is Little wonder that such a si,pïfïcant undertaking would result in both
positive and negative consequences throughout the two schools. While teachers have
encountered some oppominities for personal and professional development through
shared decision making, there have also been new tensions that have ernerged.
Partiapants in the innovation daim that it absorbs a great deal of their tirne. In
addition to the many meetings that may be required for deasion-maken to become
knowledgeable about complex issues and to corne to consensus on resolutions, there
have been some instances where teachers have had to take on new responsibilities to
support the process. While in many cases time seems to have been squeezed out of
their private lives, sorne teachers fear that the innovation could have a negative effect
on their teadung. Administrators also have new demands upon thern. Apart h m
providing leadership for the innovation, they have found themselves fulfilling
supportive d e s to enable teachers to contribute to the process.
It was argued in this study that environmental pressures have encouraged these
schools to take on a matrix organization. While the traditional govemance structure
aliowed teachers to idenbfy with just one interest group (usually their subject-area

departrnents), the matrix design of shared decision making encourages them to broaden
their involvement in school issues. Teachers at the two schools contribute to decision
making through their departments as weil as through DMGs.
Shared decision making has had a paradoxical effect on communication at both
schools. While the traditionai mode1 of govemance tended to contribute to teacher
isolation, as deparîments were linked to the rest of the school almost exclusively
through department heads, ma& organization seems to have afforded teachers direct
access to others within their schools. By participating on DMGs,teachers have had the
opportunity to become familiar with the different circumstances that their colleagues
face in other parts of the building. Administrators have been able to meet face-to-face
with teachers to discuss important school issues. Neither group remains solely reliant
upon department-based leaders to facilitate communication throughout their
organizations.
On the other side of the issue, communication has also become less reliable.
Since the lines of communication have become diversified, the fiow of information,
although much more robust than in the traditional structure, has becorne less routine.
No longer is the responsibility for facüitating communication delegated to just a few key
individuals. Virtually every participant in shared decision rnaking is responsible for the
flow of information.
It was concluded in this study that the communication paradox could be
attributed to how well information flows within the various deasion making bodies.
Since participants in DMGs seem to be knowledgeable about the circumstances of the
various departments and their members it is apparent that communication has been
effective in these bodies. However, department members seem to fïnd it difficult to
attain important information about the activities of DMGs, especially when these
groups have not pursued extensive meôsures to cornrnunicate with the larger
constituency. Therefore, it appears that communication has been l e s effective w i h
the deparhnent setting than in the DMGs. It was speculated that teachers are more
likely to identify with and voice the interests of th& subject-area departments than of
their DMGs because their depaïtments are more closely linked to their teachng
responsibilities.
In addition, a number of variables were identified from teachers' and
administrators' expenences that seem to influence the effectiveness of DMG
deliberations. It was evident throughout this study that shared decision making
encourages and works best in an environment of professional collegiality. DMG
members respond favourably when groups are task-oriented, their deliberations wdi
have a real impact on the outcome of decisions, participants develop positive
relationships with each other, and their resolutions are based upon current research. In

contrztst, partiapants h d DMG activities to be hstrating when meetings seem to la&
dear direction, deasion malàng is reliant upon specialized knowledge that only a few
group members possess, or when cyniasm and distrust dominate attitudes. It is hoped
that educators can benefit £rom these observations.
It is also apparent that the innovation has affected the politics of school
decision making. It was argued in this work that the core of s h e d deàsion making is
characterized by administrators sharing their vested authority with teachers. While
teachers have an increased iduence in deciçion making, it was evident that
administrators stilI retain their authority. In addition, the innovation has not iduenced
decision making where the principal has not been vested with authority. Finally, it waç
dear that both teachers and administrators are capable of seizing political power that
is beyond what they are formally afforded through s h e d decision making.
Perhaps the most signincant component of this work was the consideration of
the innovation's infiuence on leaming and teaching. Since this area comprises the core
activities of sdiools, it is not surprising that observers would look to instructional
innovation and student achievement as productivity indicators for shared deasion
making. Unfortuna:ely, to date, neither seems to be positively and directiy influenced
by the innovation. Unlike management-oriented decisions, which have been greatly
affected by shared deasion making, instructional deasions seem to belong to teachen,
not administrators. Classroom autonorny appears to be supported at each school, as
few deasions at either site have required teachers to comply to significant prescribed
instructional policies. It was suggested that if the innovation is going to d u e n c e
learning and teadUng that policies may have to be adopted that are flexible and
pluralistic in nature. There does seem to be a role for shared decision making in learning
and teachùig that could positively innuence the entire experience for teachers and
. .
adminissators.

FUTURE RESEARCH
By design, this projed was an exploratory study. Large topics were examined
dose to the subject matter to identdy and draw attention to pertinent issues and, where
possible, to attempt to explain what was seen. Through this process, however, a
number questions have been identified that remain unawwered. Some potential future
research topics are descriied below.
Roduaivity Indicators
It appears that attempts tu evaluate the impact of shared decision maklig in the
pnvate sector have been more successful than has been the experience in public
education. Businesses are able to rely upon profit margins and other quantifiable
,

productivity measurements as key indicators for their success. However, student
achievement, whidi is ultimately the bottom h e for sdiools, is more elusive. It has been
demonstrated in this work that attempts to determine the impact of shared deàsion
making on learning and teaching have produced results that are inconclusive and
somewhat contradictory. Therefore, it is compelling for researchers to pursue other
types of productivity indicators to measure the impact of the innovation. One such
indicator may be the measurernent of how teacherç and administrators spend their time
completing the various tasks of their jobs. Certainly, similar research has been
conducted for schools in generd (for example see Goodlad, 1984). However, Little has
been done to make cornparisons between schools that ernploy shared deasion making
and ones that do not. The present study shows that shared decision making can affect
how teachers and administrators spend their time. Meanwh.de, Epp found suggestions
in her research that participation had not required "'extra effort' [from participants],
but a redirection of energies which enabled the staff to get more done with less
duplication of services" (1993, p. 35). Clearly, this is a topic that demands f i e r
attention.

The Value of TrUning
Related to the issue of productivity is the impact that partiapant training has on
the succesç of the innovation. Both teachers and administrators in ths project
indicated that shared deasion making would have benefited if personnel had received
formal training for the new roles that they occupy. However, much to their
disappointment, resources have not been available to meet this need. Unforhinately,
current research does not attempt to demonstrate how well the innovation proceeds
when personnel are trained compared to when they are not. Given that participants of
t h s study indicated that in some cases DMG deliberations can absorb an inordinate
amount of timc and energy in making IlUnjlIlal-impact decisiow, it is conceivable that
schoois cannot afford to forgo partiapant training.
Serving Interests

Some authors have suggested that teachers may benefit from their increased
influence in deasion making, at the expense of both students and administrators
(Brown, 1995, pp 345-347; Conway and Calzi, 1996 p. 46). They observe that
empowered teachers tend to focus the school deàsion making apparatus on their own
interests, while administrators are left powerless to defend the concerns of students.
However, the present study could not substantiate such condusions. Firstly, it was not
apparent that teachers are less caring about student interests than are administrators.
While their opinions about pedagogy may differ, it seems unfair to suggest that when

they do not agree the reason is because teachers are seif-serving. Secondly, the present
research suggests that teachers do not choose to nor wish to focus a substantiaI
proportion of their time and energy on management-oriented decisions, espeaaily when
it is at the expense of their students. In fa&, teachers strongly indicated that they
would prefer to direct th& energies towards serving students. Finaily, there was no
evidence that showed that administrators experience reduced power in decision rnaking
because teachers have become more mfluentid. Indeed, it was demonstrated that
principals had retained their authority. Uearly, these authors' criticisms cannot be
generatized to the entire innovation. Therefore, it seems fitting that future research
should consider this matter more thoroughly.
System Support for the innovation
Finally, it is was evident in the present study that even though there have been

pressures from the extemal environment for the two schools to undertake shared
decision making, the actual innovation is little more than an in-house initiative. Since it
is principals who are sharing the authority that is delegated to hem, it is clear that the
larger system has little impact on the innovation. Weiss has observeci that shared
decision making is a delicate enterprise that c m be easily upset, particularly when new
principals step in with their own ideas about how it should work (1993, p. 86). While
at the two schools efforts have been made to anchor the structure in writing by
developing what has been referred to in t h s research as a charter, it has been evident
that administrators have a fair level of latitude in interpreting their models. It seems
reasonable, thwefore, that research should investigate how s h e d decision making may
be supported at the system level without diveshg principals. Perhaps, school systems
can establish operational norms that are sensitive to the unique needs of each school,
but that maintain the integnty and consistency of shared deasion m a h g withn
individual schools.
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